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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
An analysis of the aeroelastic response of wings, rotor blades and control surfaces, 
and more recently, an interest in off-design conditions and dynamic stall maneuver­
ing, require the application of unsteady aerodynamic methods. Phenomena such as 
transonic trailing edge buffet and control surface buzz, to name several problems of 
current interest, are also important in the commercial flight regime. Inviscid methods 
are adequate at low angles of attack when separation is minimal and viscous-inviscid 
interaction can be neglected. For such flows the full potential or the transonic small 
disturbance equation, assuming small flow displacement normal to the free stream, 
can provide sufiicient accuracy. In contrast, all of the problems of recent interest 
mentioned above are dominated by strong viscous-inviscid interaction, and require a 
method that incorporates such an effect. 
With this type of problem in view a study is commenced of a possible extension 
of the quasi-simultaneous interacting boundary layer method to include an unsteady 
compressible interaction. The intention is that this include unsteadiness throughout 
the flow fleld within the limitations of the assumption of a thin airfoil and a viscous 
boundary layer. Such assumptions may make its application to such problems that 
are generally at a high angle of attack, of possibly limited value. Never the less, the 
feasibility of utilizing the technique for dynamically stalling transonic flows is worth 
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exploring. 
In the process of extending the method, the asymptotic structure of an interact­
ing boundary layer will be examined. Several important properties of the unsteady 
transonic strong interaction region will be discussed as they relate both to the flow 
physics and to the way in which an unsteady transonic interacting boundary tech­
nique needs to be constructed. First, however, a background will be established based 
on the experimental data available, current theoretical understanding and the devel­
opment of computational methodologies up to the present day. A detailed discussion 
of the motivation for this work and its outline will conclude this introduction. 
1.1. Background and Literature Review 
Computational strategies based on the full Navier-Stokes equations or an inter­
acting boundary layer have progressed to the point where it is fully realizable to con­
sider stalling flows. Applications involving such flows have already been mentioned. 
A steady interacting boundary layer approach has been used fairly successfully for 
static stall. Whether or not a quasi-steady boundary layer, which many well es­
tablished methods currently use, or a fully unsteady interacting boundary layer can 
adequately treat the problem of dynamic stall is an important question. Before that 
can be answered it will be necessary to discuss the related experirnental data and the 
physics of a dynamic stall. 
1.1.1. Dynamic Stall 
The extent and development of an unsteady separation depends on Mach num­
ber, Reynolds number, flow unsteadiness and geometry. However, in the case of shock 
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separated flows on airfoils, three types have been identified by McCroskey [1]. They 
are shock induced turbulent separation confined to the shock, isolated shock and 
trailing edge separation, and shock separation that extends into the wake. Edwards 
classifies these slightly differently by identifying type I, II and III flows. Type I flow is 
at high dynamic pressure cruise, at which there is very little or no separation. Type 
II flow is associated with a light to moderate maneuver and involves some separation, 
while type III flow relates to large maneuvering and involves onset of vortex shedding, 
buffet and dynamic stall [2, 221]. How ever these are classified, each regime is im­
portant and unique in its impact on the nature of unsteady flow about an airfoil and 
its interaction with a flexible wing structure. To make tractable the problem under 
consideration, analysis of such flows is divided into that for a plunging, pitching or 
oscillating airfoil, in which the unsteadiness is due to the time variation of the flow 
boundary, and self-excited or self-induced oscillatory (SIO) flows, in which instabil­
ity is the mechanism producing unsteadiness. A general categorization of separating 
flows for oscillating airfoils, based on experimental data, is made by McCroskey and 
Pucci [3] distinguishing them as having no stall, stall onset, light and deep stall. Os­
cillating airfoils with no stall exhibit no appreciable viscous-inviscid interaction. To 
distinguish stall onset, it is observed that the magnitude of the viscous-inviscid inter­
action for this type can increase rapidly with small increase in the maximum angle 
of attack, and the extent of the separation can decrease or disappear with increase 
in frequency. Light stall means an extensive portion of the airfoil is separated over a 
significant part of the cycle with reversal of the lift hysteresis in the higher angle of 
attack region. Deep stall involves break up and shedding of large vortex structures 
usually extending over a major portion of the oscillation cycle. Transition from light 
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to deep stall typically involves the incipient break up of a large contiguous separation 
and emergence of isolated vortices. 
Onset of low speed dynamic stall begins with a trailing edge separation moving 
upstream [4]. Shih, Lourenco and Van Dommelen [5] discuss this process in detail. 
Their experimental data suggests that this trailing edge separation begins at some 
point beyond the static stall angle of attack. Unlike steady stall, the fact that much of 
the airfoil is separated may not be an indication that the boundary layer has departed 
from the airfoil surface, and so may only appear to the outer flow as a boundary layer 
thickening. At the same time, the lower surface continuously sheds vorticity from the 
trailing edge that rolls up into the starting vortex. During this time, the boundary 
layer thickens near the leading edge. A separated free shear layer forms that rolls 
up into a vortex, by a mechanism similar to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. A "shear 
layer vortex" forms. This vortex is initially near the surface, but as it moves away an 
eruption of boundary layer vorticity occurs. This boundary layer, vortex interaction 
results in a counter rotating vortex pair that moves away from the boundary layer into 
faster moving flow that convects it downstream. This is the first evidence of a leading 
edge vortex. The shear layer vortex near the trailing edge increases the shedding of 
reversed lower surface vorticity, resulting in another vortex pair emanating from the 
trailing edge. Further vorticity is shed behind the initial leading edge vortex pair. 
After the primary vortex passes over the airfoil, moment stall occurs and finally lift 
stall. Complete stall is said to have taken place when the vortex has shed into the 
wake [6]. 
For pitching airfoils having the same initial angle at low speeds, an increase in 
pitch rate can delay onset of stall. For oscillating airfoils with a mean angle well below 
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static stall and only slight excursions into stall, an increase in oscillation frequency 
can inhibit separation. However, in general, increasing frequency results in a higher 
peak lift coefficient and deeper separation with angular phase shift in the point of 
maximum stall, as the airfoil passes through a greater portion of its cycle during 
stall [7]. Regarding the difference between ramp up and periodic oscillation, Ref. 
[6] indicates that for ramp up motion, the leading edge vortex diffuses as it moves 
downstream, although the data of Chandrasekhara and Carr, indicates that for an 
oscillating airfoil, the leading edge vortex remains tightly bound. This would suggest 
that the history effects associated with periodic oscillation is more effective in vortex 
formation than ramp motion. 
Compressibility becomes important at quite low Mach numbers for a rapidly 
pitching airfoil. Large negative pressures for low steed stall occur near the leading 
edge, with computational and experimental data pointing to the appearance of slight 
supersonic speed even for a free stream Mach number as low as 0.2 [8] [6]. Compress­
ibility effects are found to have a global impact when Moo > 0.3 [6]. Chandrasekhara, 
Ahmed and Carr even observe minute multiple shocks occurring near the leading edge 
at Moo = 0.45. One would suspect these to be points of vortex formation for the 
leading edge vortex, although this is not clear from the data. At low Mach numbers 
multiple vortices appear over the airfoil, but as the Mach number was increased, a 
single vortex appeared. This suggests that at the higher Mach number the vortex is 
formed by a single shock. The experimental data of Dadone [9] shows that low Mach 
numbers separation appeared first at the trailing edge, while at Moo = 0.295 sepa­
ration occurred simultaneously at the leading and trailing edges. This is consistent 
with slightly supersonic leading edge flow with shock-induced separation. 
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Other data suggests negligible change in flow features compared with incom­
pressible at Moo = 0.3, with secondary Cp oscillations in the leading edge region at 
Moo = 0.5, and complete disappearance of the pressure peak at Moo = 0.7 [10]. This 
is consistent with the computational results of Sankar and Tassa, who found that 
compressibility eventually delays the formation and growth of the stall vortex on the 
NACA 0012 airfoil [11]. Likewise, Harper and Flannigan found the peak Ci observed 
at low Mach numbers disappeared as Mach number approached 0.6 [12]. This would 
suggest that leading edge flow that is already supersonic prior to pitch inhibits the 
leading edge vortex formation. In any event, it is clear that transonic effects cannot 
be ignored, even at very low Mach numbers. Dynamic stall in a transonic free stream, 
in contrast, is distinguished mainly by the dominance of the shock-induced boundary 
layer separation. The appearance of a shock significantly affects flows of these types, 
generally moving airfoils with onset to light or even deep stall at a much lower angle 
of attack. A supercritical flow can experience light stall at angles of attack relatively 
near design. 
Deep dynamic stall of an airfoil already at supercritical speed differs in some 
important respects from a low speed dynamic stall. At supercritical speeds the stall 
process is dominated by the shock, boundary layer interaction and the rate at which 
the shock separation moves upstream [8]. Due to instability associated with the 
shock separation, the shock will move upstream toward the leading edge at some 
point during the upward pitch cycle and produce deep stall. Similar to that cited 
earlier, dynamic data of McCroskey at Moo = 0.6 suggests that formation of shock 
waves inhibits the development of vortex shedding, although minor vortex related 
phenomena remain [1]. There may be leading edge vortex shedding, but the global 
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flow is radically altered by the shock motion and shock-induced separation. 
Davis and Malcolm [13] present experimental integrated unsteady pressure co­
efficient data for supercritical transonic oscillating airfoil cases with and without 
separation. These results show that for unseparated shock flows inviscid theory with 
viscous displacement effects derived from steady boundary layer theory is adequate. 
However, separated shock flows are much more complicated. At low frequency the 
shock and airfoil oscillatory motions can be out of phase. When passing from lower to 
higher frequencies a phase change in the magnitude peak of first harmonic unsteady 
pressure coefficient occurs in the region of the shock. The shock motion is in phase 
at higher frequencies and similar to that from inviscid theory. This would suggest 
that resonance is occurring between the shock, airfoil motion and boundary layer 
interaction. An analysis of the validity of linear superposition of different modes 
was also tested. A comparison of superimposed results with those having multiple 
modes, indicates that the assumption breaks down when shock-induced separation 
exists. This is to be expected. Davis also suggests this is consistent with the fact that 
buffet boundaries, for which deeply separated flow is occurring, are very sensitive to 
small changes in the loading phase. This, it might be added, is somewhat reminiscent 
of nonlinear deterministic chaos. 
Davis [14] presents the analysis of experimental data for supercritical flows at 
different Reynolds numbers. A decreasing amplitude of the first harmonic component 
of the pressure coefficient with increasing frequency persists at all Reynolds numbers 
for attached flows. For a given frequency, at transonic Mach numbers, there are de­
creasing in phase and out of phase components as the Reynolds number increases, 
although the phase does not change more than five degrees for the range of Reynolds 
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numbers considered. In the presence of a shock separation, the magnitudes of com­
plex pressure coefficient shows strong Reynolds number dependence. There is much 
more pronounced out of phase shock motion with increasing Reynolds number. At 
higher Mach numbers, the shock moves much more rapidly to and from a location 
farther forward as the Reynolds number is increased. One set of results at Re = 12 
million, shows the shock moving almost instantaneously to a forward location and 
locking there momentarily, compared to sinusoidal motion at lower Reynolds num­
ber. This result suggests a high Reynolds number unsteady boundary layer, shock 
interaction can sporadically have very short time scales suggestive of some type of 
shock, boundary layer instability. It would also appear that a quasi-steady boundary 
layer theory may not be wholly adequate for these types of flows. 
In addition to separation characteristics, different types of shock motion alter 
aeroelastic behavior. Tijdeman identifies shock motion associated with an oscillating 
airfoil or flap as either type A, B or C [15]. In type A shock motion, the shock remains 
intact throughout the oscillation cycle with slight strength variation and periodically 
varying location. Assuming no separation, nonlinearity of this flow is confined to the 
vicinity of the quasi-steady shock location. The quasi-steady shock location is well 
beyond the sonic line with M = 1.18 just ahead of the shock [16]. In type B motion, 
the shock wave weakens and disappears at some point, typically as it moves to its most 
forward location. The much larger shock oscillation causes considerable variation in 
strength. Nonlinearity is large, but confined to the region of shock oscillation. For 
the cases cited by Tijdeman, M = 1.14 ahead of the steady shock, which is closer to 
the sonic line. For type C motion, the shock remains intact on the airfoil surface, but 
moves forward and off the leading edge, dissipating somewhere upstream. The Mach 
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number ahead of the steady shock is closest to sonic of the three types of motion. 
Nonlinearity is observed over much of the airfoil. 
1.1.2. Buffeting and Shock Induced Oscillation 
While the unsteadiness due to flow instability is a matter still under investigation 
theoretically, experimental evidence indicates that shock, separated boundary layer 
interaction, whether laminar or turbulent, is nearly always unsteady [17]. Under the 
right conditions, this short scale, high frequency unsteadiness leads to the sometimes 
catastrophic flow, structure interaction on a global scale called buffeting. Buffeting 
has been classified by either buffet onset, light, moderate or heavy buffeting [17] 
following closely the shock separated flow classifications given above. Buffet onset 
involves localized unsteadiness and separation in the region of the shock. The trailing 
edge may be separated, but unsteady pressures in the two regions of separation are 
generally not correlated. Light to moderate buffeting involves shock to trailing edge 
separation, but with a significant part of the airfoil still attached. Heavy buffeting 
occurs when most of the airfoil flow is separated. 
Transonic trailing edge shock induced buffeting typically involves a complex in­
teraction between the boundary layer and the shock wave. The boundary layer may 
or may not be turbulent as indicated by the self induced oscillation of both laminar 
and turbulent flows [18]. The initiating mechanism appears to be boundary layer 
thickening due to trailing edge separation, resulting in downstream and upstream 
propagating pressure disturbances. The upstream moving disturbances interact with 
a shock or other compression wave either through the boundary layer or the subsonic 
inviscid flow or both. The shock is moved forward, and the separation consequently 
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deepens. However, as the separation deepens, the shock becomes oblique, weakening 
it and moving it further forward. What happens next depends on the airfoil geometry. 
For a typical low speed airfoil at a moderate positive angle of attack, the upper side 
shock reaches a maximum forward location, at which point the separation becomes 
unstable, circulation reverses and the shock retreats toward the trailing edge as the 
separation reattaches. This cycle then repeats itself. In the case of a symmetric 
circular arc or parabolic airfoil, a slightly different chain of events occurs. The ini­
tially symmetric flow becomes unstable through one of several possible mechanisms 
and develops into asymmetric self perpetuating oscillation of the shock locations and 
boundary layer separation. On one side, a shock moves upstream from its maximum 
aft position, passes the point of maximum airfoil thickness, and dissipates into re­
treating Mach waves. The boundary layer on that side quickly reattaches, and the 
cycle begins anew with the same events occurring on the other side, 180 degrees out of 
phase. The result is a flow phenomenon reminiscent of von Karman vortex shedding 
from a cylinder. 
The importance of pressure disturbances transmitted between the upper and 
lower surfaces through the separated trailing edge and wake is indicated by the ex­
perimental evidence that the oscillation can be suppressed by a trailing edge splitter 
plate [18]. This corresponds to the buffeting results cited by Mabey indicating that 
rms pressure fluctuations peak both at the shock point as well as just upstream of 
wake reattachment [17]. For computational methods, this implies that the slope of 
the viscous wake as it departs from the trailing edge must respond rapidly and stably 
to changes in circulation. More interesting, however, is the fact that the oscillation 
can also be suppressed by a leading edge splitter plate. This indicates that the entire 
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flow interacts globally and that circulation also oscillates symmetrically as required 
by zero total circulation of the complete flow [18]. Cyclic shedding of vorticity into 
the wake results in a vortex street with an oscillation frequency set by the rate of 
shock formation and dissipation through the mechanisms discussed above [18]. 
For the 20% circular arc airfoil, shock oscillation appears at Moo = 0.71 and 
Rcc = 6.25 X 10® [18]. The airfoil chord in this experimental study was varied but the 
reduced frequency k = .51 remained. This was taken by the author as evidence that 
wind tunnel wall interference did not cause the oscillation, and that it is intrinsic to 
the viscous-inviscid interaction. The experimental results of Ref. [19] for a circular 
arc airfoil gives a Strouhal number S = fc/Uoo = 0.18 where / is the frequency 
and c is chord. This is similar to that for vortex shedding from a cylinder. Mabey 
has studied the 14% biconvex airfoil for Reynolds numbers between 1-14 million. He 
suggests that the necessary criteria for unsteady flow are, thickness to chord ratio 
greater than 12%, and Mach number upstream of the terminal shock in the range 1.24 
to 1.4 [17]. There appears to be increasing oscillation frequency, within the range 
A < k < .55, with decreasing thickness. This result would suggest the frequency 
of the shock oscillation for these cases is set by the distance traveled by the shock, 
and that disturbance speeds are relatively constant from case to case. The shock 
oscillation of the 18% circular arc airfoil has been studied extensively by Deiwert et 
al. [19]. The important conclusion from that research is that there is a Mach number 
envelope in which the oscillation occurs, with different upper and lower boundaries for 
accelerating and decelerating flows. With regard to the cut off, an explanation given 
is that the strength of the shock separation, well behind the maximum thickness point 
at this Mach number, results in a stable symmetric equilibrium. It must be pointed 
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out that the possible effect of the wind tunnel wall in prohibiting unsteadiness at the 
upper Mach number limit apparently was not investigated, as was done somewhat 
for earlier experiments. However, at Reynolds numbers below 1 million there was no 
upper Mach number limit to the self-induced oscillation, making the shock, separation 
explanation of the cut off plausible, as well as the possibility of increased turbulence 
at the higher Reynolds numbers. 
Heinemann, Lawaczeck and Butefisch [20] present round and sharp ended flat 
plate results at Re = 10'^ to 10® m~^ for Moo = -4 —»• .84 in which there is growing 
von Karman vortex shedding as the Mach number rises, much of which is well below 
supercritical. The Strouhal number, based on plate thickness, is again approximately 
the same as for circular cylinders at the same Reynolds number, although there is 
a slight drop as the Mach number enters the sub critical transonic regime. Various 
proposed mechanisms in the formation of the low speed vortex street, such as Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability or shear layer instability [21] may be involved in these cases. 
Nakamura et al. [22] present experimental data for low speed vortex shedding from 
blunt sharp edged flat plates that is consistent with shear layer instability impinging 
at a sharp corner. This phenomenon, it may be added, has also been associated 
with the bifurcation and period doubling of chaos theory [23]. However, the Mach 
number dependence of all the cases cited so far including this one, suggests addi­
tional mechanisms due to compressibility. In the study by Heinemann, Lawaczeck 
and Butefisch just cited, the upstream propagation of acoustic waves from the trail­
ing edge is suggested as important to the vortex shedding. This acoustic or Kutta 
wave phenomenon, as it is sometimes called, is characteristic of all the SIO and buf­
feting cases studied here. The exact way in which these retreating acoustic waves 
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interact with the boundary layer and contribute along with these other mechanisms 
in the route to full scale instability is not clearly understood, and warrants further 
investigation. Finally, the experimental data of Ref. [20] showed that the intensity 
of the vortex shedding behind a blunt flat plate increases with Mach number, while 
Schlieren images clearly show a decreasing wave length of the upstream propagating 
disturbances. The significance of this is not stated by the author, but may be due to 
the coalescing of waves into shocks. 
Rodriguez [24] presents experimental data for circular cylinder vortex shedding 
in transonic flow. The unsteady pressures suggests that there is a coherence between 
the oscillatory wake flow and the flow at and ahead of the separation point, although 
diminishing dramatically toward the leading edge stagnation point. When a shock 
appears, however, the coherence between the wake and the flow ahead of the shock 
diminishes, although the intensity of the disturbances in the wake increases. It is 
argued that this data strengthens the idea of coupling of the wake and shock separa­
tion through upstream transmission of disturbances from the wake to the separation 
point. The decrease in unsteadiness in the separated region upstream of the shock is 
strong evidence that this hypothesis is correct. 
Franke [25] presents experimental results of vortex shedding behind a diamond 
airfoil in the sub critical transonic range, as well as a possible explanation for this 
phenomenon. The mechanism is, again, upstream moving pressure waves originating 
at the trailing edge. Waves move upstream and interact with the boundary layer, 
particularly at the vertex where many of the vortices originate. As a pressure wave 
passes the vertex, new separation is initiated possibly through the mechanism iden­
tified in Ref. [22]. The resulting interaction of the separation bubble with additional 
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pressure waves expands the separation as it moves toward the trailing edge. As it 
passes, it initiates a new pressure disturbance on the opposite side, resulting in break 
off of a new vortex into the wake and setting in motion a new pressure wave train 
passing upstream on the opposite side. Such waves become stronger and move more 
slowly upstream as the Mach number increases. There is, again, change in Strouhal 
number, in fact various plateaus, as the Mach number passes through the transonic 
regime. The explanation given is that there is a resonance occurring between the 
disturbance and vortex, as the disturbance wave length changes with Mach number. 
In Ref. [26] Lee et al. present detailed unsteady pressure data for several su­
percritical airfoils below, at and well into buffeting. The airfoils have different thick­
nesses, and so give an indication of thickness effect on the onset and nature of buf­
feting. At Moo < 0.71 the two airfoil buffet boundaries were nearly identical, while 
at Moo > 0.71, buffeting occurs at a lower C/ for the thicker airfoil. This is clearly 
the effect of earlier separation, due either to greater thickness or different geometry. 
Increasing airfoil thickness usually resulted in greater force fluctuation. Increase in 
angle of attack beyond buffet onset resulted in pressure oscillations corresponding 
to the oscillation of the shock. At first the oscillations are localized, as the shock 
oscillates over a separation bubble. The localized oscillations are in phase, as the 
entire separation bubble moves with the shock. At a higher angle of attack, the 
entire aft region separates, with the pressure oscillations due to the shock motion 
propagating downstream at a clearly definable speed of approximately 0.12i7oo- This 
suggests that besides propagation of pressure disturbances through the sonic inviscid 
stream, the shock oscillations are being transmitted downstream through the sepa­
ration, and should be observed as downstream moving boundary layer displacement 
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waves. Interestingly, as the angle of attack was increased further, at some point, 
the unsteady pressure frequency peak, due to the shock oscillation diminished and a 
much broader frequency spectrum at a slightly lower amplitude appeared. This would 
suggest a break up of the shock motion as the dominating mechanism of unsteadiness 
and dominance of deep stall unsteadiness in the pressure fluctuations. Of interest is 
the observation that a shock oscillatory frequency calculated from the experimentally 
measured pressure disturbance speed behind the shock, matched the actual frequency 
very closely. This would suggest a strong correlation between the shock oscillation 
speed and the speed of disturbances behind the shock. 
Roos gives detailed analysis of unsteady pressure data for mild to heavy buffeting 
for several airfoils [27]. In all cases shock waves were present. An unsteady buffeting 
envelop is again experienced in which onset occurs at a lower Mach number that is 
a function of mean lift coefficient and cut off at a higher Mach number which is also 
a function of mean lift coefficient. Extensive statistical time correlations of pressure 
data reveal significant differences between deeply and marginally separated buEeting, 
in the way pressure propagates between the shock and trailing edge. In the case 
of completely or nearly attached flows, cross correlations show that well correlated 
pressure disturbances propagate upstream from the trailing edge to the shock. Much 
of the flow in this region is typically near sonic, and the group disturbance velocities 
appear to be consistent with acoustic pressure disturbances propagating from the -
trailing edge. The results are much different when the flow separates deeply and 
experiences heavy buffeting. In this case the cross correlations show coherent pressure 
disturbances moving downstream from the shock to the trailing edge and into the 
wake. The repetition of this pattern for several airfoils led to the conclusion that this 
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is typical of transonic buffeting. Band pass filtering before cross correlation allowed 
analysis of frequency dependence of the pressure disturbances. This showed that 
smaller amplitude, higher frequency pressure disturbances convected downstream 
from the shock much more quickly than the large scale disturbances. This behavior, 
it might be added, can be shown to be consistent with the behavior of the inviscid 
high frequency transonic small disturbance equation, although viscous effects may 
enter in the experimental data. 
The possibility exists with this flow that the different pressure scales are associ­
ated with different resonant interactions of the inviscid flow with various frequencies 
in the separated viscous sub layer. If this scenario were true, high frequency inviscid 
disturbances would interact with short scale boundary layer modes deeply embed­
ded in the viscous sub layer. On the other hand, the fact that the high frequency 
disturbances move at nearly the free stream speed, would seem to indicate that the 
disturbances are arising from the outer region of the detached shear layer. How these 
disturbances, apparently arising from the outer edge of the entrainment region of a 
deeply separated shear layer, produce the phenomenon observed is not entirely un­
derstood. One possible explanation for the direction reversal may be that as the 
boundary layer deeply separates the shock becomes oblique and the velocity at the 
edge becomes slightly supersonic. This is consistent with velocimeter data taken 
for the 18% circular arc airfoil undergoing deep shock to trailing edge separation 
[28], and with the data of Lee et al. just cited [26]. When the trailing edge and 
shock separations are isolated, the flow just outside the boundary layer is subsonic 
and disturbances propagate in both directions. This explanation would imply the 
existence of a large separated structure involving an essentially inviscid eddy region 
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and a detached free shear layer through which the velocity profile rapidly approaches 
sonic. This outer sonic region is that which mediates the high frequency downstream 
propagating disturbances. The separation region and the viscous sub layer below it 
would account for the low frequency slow moving disturbances. 
Other experimental data show a drop in pressure fluctuations for flows involving 
shock separation as the inviscid flow changes from subsonic to supersonic. The ex­
planation advanced is that a disturbance direction change takes place as supersonic 
flow appears [17]. Furthermore, the fact that the mean flow pressure did not change 
in the data cited, indicated that the major change in the switch from subsonic to 
supersonic is pressure disturbance amplitude and propagation direction. This, of 
course, tends to confirm the picture just presented, and is consistent with other data. 
Finally, the data of Rocs suggests a strong correlation in the case of heavy buffeting, 
between the shock pressure fluctuation and the pressure fluctuation at the trailing 
edge, reinforcing the notion that the trailing edge is central to the buffeting process. 
At the same time, for light buffeting, when the shock separation does not extend to 
the trailing edge, the shock, trailing edge pressure correlation is weak. 
Regarding the validity of the boundary layer assumption for flows such as that 
above, the experimental data of Whitelaw [29] suggests that normal flow convection 
terms can be on the same order as the streamwise convections terms in a deep sepa­
ration, and that the eddy viscosity concept, as well, may be suspect. This can be an 
important consideration if separated flow details are important. 
There are similarities with these flows and the phenomenon of aileron buzz, 
although the later also includes the effect of structural flexibility. Both are initiated 
and sustained by shock to trailing edge separation, and are controlled by suppressing 
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the separation. Aileron buzz is essentially a one-degree-of-freedom flutter in which 
shock motion causes a phase shift in the'response of the hinge moment to the aileron 
deflection. As with self induced flow oscillation, there is a Mach number range below 
which aileron buzz does not occur, although the data does not suggest an upper limit 
[30]. 
1.1.3. Role of Turbulence in Buffeting 
The extent of the forward movement of the shock, in the case of shock-induced 
oscillation (SIO), is strongly dependent on the boundary layer displacement thickness 
angle as it departs from the shock point, which in turn is strongly influenced by the 
amount of turbulence production at the shock. This points up the role of turbu­
lence in the process. While the frequency of the ensuing oscillation is determined 
by the rate at which the inviscid flow adjusts to the boundary layer thickening [28], 
its amplitude and the single or multiple shock structure of the inviscid flow is de­
termined largely by the amount of boundary layer turbulence. Experiment indicates 
that certain laminar oscillatory flows are made steady when sufficient turbulence is 
triggered upstream of the shock [18]. The effect of nonequilibrium turbulence pro­
duction and turbulence history on the oscillation may enter, although this area is 
still under investigation. It is likely that the major mechanisms are those already de­
scribed. Experimental evidence, however, has been cited for a possible link between 
self induced flow oscillation of the 18% circular arc airfoil case and the production 
and dissipation of turbulence as the shock moves forward and aft [31]. This is a case 
involving a severe adverse pressure gradient with separation extending from about 
70-50% chord to 10%-30% aft of the trailing edge with nominal separation depth at 
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about 10-20% of airfoil thickness. 
Several features of turbulence production for the circular arc airfoil case are 
known. First, the shock appears to be the dominating agent in the production of 
turbulence when the shock becomes strong enough to produce buffeting. The ex­
perimental data of Seegmiller, Marvin and Levy [28] indicates that the flow ahead 
of the shock has little effect on the amount of turbulence. There is, however, a sig­
nificant rise in turbulence kinetic energy production as the shock passes through a 
given point and a subsequent drop as it enters the separation region and in which 
dissipation and diffusion overcome production [31]. This corresponds to an increase 
in eddy diffusivity with increasing distance downstream from the shock. As the shock 
weakens there is a corresponding diminished turbulence production and the time to 
rise to maximum turbulence kinetic energy is longer. Throughout this cycle the point 
of maximum turbulence shear corresponds generally to that for maximum mean flow 
shear. This fact would imply that an algebraic model is adequate. But, at times, in 
the outer portions of the boundary layer, turbulence shear appears to be out of phase 
with the mean shear, and negative turbulence stress is observed. This would appear 
to mitigate against the usefulness of scalar eddy viscosity models for this flow. How­
ever, since this is observed only in the outer regions of the boundary layer, where the 
boundary layer and shock interact, Marvin, Levy and Seegmiller conclude that this 
will have little influence on predictions. Their experimental data also reveals, that 
after the shock dissipates and the separation collapses, a series of compression waves 
are observed moving upstream from the trailing edge, which eventually coalesce into 
the new shock. This is similar to what has been observed in other experiments. 
Also of interest is the observation in this study of a vortex departing from the 
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trailing edge due to circulation generated by the attached side of the airfoil. This, 
along with other experimental data, is an indication of a significant circulation shift 
over the airfoil at this point in the oscillation. While the two phenomena of SIO and 
turbulence production are associated, the extent to which the turbulence production, 
dissipation and diffusion affects results is unclear. 
1.1.4. General Computational Methods 
The computational analysis of buffeting has been initially directed, for obvious 
reasons, toward predicting onset. Early methods have assumed that the flow is 
essentially steady at buffet onset. It is further assumed that shock separation can 
be neglected and that the adverse pressure gradient behind the shock causes trailing 
edge separation to move upstream to the shock. The Mach number and angle of 
attack at which the separation has moved up to 90% chord is taken as defining the 
onset of buffet [32]. This has the advantage of allowing the use of simple steady 
transonic small disturbance codes or other analytic methods for the inviscid flow and 
a steady or unsteady classical boundary layer model solved in direct mode. As a 
preliminary estimate this may be sufficient. However, it is inadequate for a more 
detailed analysis of onset and the nature of full scale buffeting. This method does 
not account for shock separation, which almost always accompanies onset. Also, 
the pressure distributions do not account for viscous effects. Better predictions are 
obtained by including boundary layer displacement thickness and the effect of the 
shock on the boundary layer in the calculations. 
Since these early methods, numerical solution methods for unsteady transonic 
aerodynamics have matured. Various equation forms are available. Potential meth­
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ods, in which the fluid dynamics is considered isentropic and irrotational, include 
the high and low frequency transonic small disturbance (TSD) equations and the full 
potential equation based on the Euler equations. Sankar and Ide [33] and Sankar 
et al. [34] present results using a Newton linearized AF scheme for the full poten­
tial equation. Results from a mixed potential, Navier-Stokes method for separated 
supercritical two and three dimensional wings are presented by Sankar et al. [34]. 
Various forms of the unsteady TSD equation are available, depending on the method 
of derivation, which differ only in the constant coefficients in the time and nonlin­
ear spatial derivatives. Illustrative of the performance level of such methods, Batina 
[35] presents results for three dimensional multiply surfaced wing configurations us­
ing XTRAN3S. An improved numerical technique using Newton linearization of the 
approximate factorization in CAP-TSD has resulted in significant efficiency improve­
ments. Results for cases similar to those previously cited are obtained in 200-300 
time steps [36]. The effects of vorticity and entropy variation through a shock have 
been included with results showing nearly identical agreement with Euler results [37]. 
The inviscid Euler equations and the full and thin layer Navier-Stokes equations are 
also used. Chaderjian and Guruswamy have developed a Navier-Stokes code that 
can model complex unsteady aeroelastic configurations with multi-block grids [38]. 
In this approach the flow field is divided into an ensemble of grids, with coupling 
between regions accomplished by overlapping adjacent zonal grids. This allows fine 
grids in regions of large fiow gradients for complex geometries. They obtain good 
unsteady results for supercritical oscillating airfoils with marginal separation. Schus­
ter, Vadyak and Atta present static aeroelastic analysis of a complete aircraft using 
a full Navier-Stokes code in combination of zonal grid generation [39]. 
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Detailed computational studies of the 18% circular arc airfoil buffeting have 
been done by several. Deiwert [19] presents computations using a Navier-Stokes 
code for comparison with experiment, for several steady cases. With channel walls 
included, the viscous solution agrees well with experiment for cases involving limited 
separation, except at the trailing edge. At higher Mach numbers, when type three 
shock separation occurs, the shock location is not accurately predicted. Also shock 
strength and pressure recovery are under and over predicted, respectively. Their 
conclusion is that the turbulence model is not adequate. 
An attempt to model more accurately the turbulence for this case using detailed 
turbulence experimental data has been made [28]. They use a algebraic model within 
a Navier-Stokes code, with modifications based on the conclusions about the turbu­
lence cited above. The boundary layer is separated into an unseparated sub layer 
upstream of the shock, the separation region ahead of and including the trailing edge, 
and the separated wake. An Escudier formulation for mixing length was used. The 
major deviation of this turbulence model from a standard algebraic model is that 
the mixing length used for the region over the separation was set at the value at 
the shock. Secondly the turbulence shear in the separated region was varied linearly 
from zero to the value at the dividing streamline. Again, the computations give a 
shock location too far aft, and too rapid pressure recovery for a steady case. The 
pressure recovery, however, is closer to experiment in this study than in the previous 
one. The investigators conclude that the resulting pressure recovery is too great be­
cause the shock wave is nearly normal, whereas, in the experiment, it is oblique in 
the region near the airfoil. It is uncertain whether this failure is due to turbulence 
modeling or the inability of the code to predict weak shock strength. The turbulence 
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values match experiment well, although the separation region is smaller than that 
for the experiment. The wind tunnel walls were again included in this computation. 
For an SIO case, the qualitative features of the unsteady flow are modeled. The 
normalized frequency {fc/Uoo)i however, is about 20% lower than the experimental 
value. The pressure fluctuations at several points behind the shock are too large, 
with positive magnitudes about twice that of experiment. This is consistent with 
too large a pressure recovery. Otherwise, the unsteady flow and pressure fluctuations 
match experiment remarkably well. The importance of viscous-inviscid interaction 
and communication of pressure disturbances around the trailing edge have been ver­
ified. Inviscid solutions of these cases previously showing unsteadiness with viscous 
effects included, were steady. Likewise, the symmetry boundary condition of a half 
domain Navier-Stokes solution appears to have precluded the unsteadiness [40]. 
Edwards and Thomas [2] present Navier-Stokes results for the biconvex airfoil at 
Moo = 0.78 in which SIO occurs. The reduced frequency based on semi chord is k = 
0.401. This is in line with the computed frequency of other studies, although lower 
than experiment. This is an interesting set of calculations because it indicates cyclic 
oscillation with lift coeflScient ranging between ±0.15. This is similar to experimental 
Cp oscillation at M^o = 0.773, although experimental data indicates steady flow at 
Moo = 0.78. 
Ohya et al. have obtained detailed Navier-Stokes results for vortex shedding 
behind square edged flat plates of various thicknesses [21]. Although these studies 
are for incompressible flow, they are of interest as they relate to similar experi­
mental studies of blunt flat plates in transonic flow, mentioned earlier. Laminar 
Navier-Stokes results were obtained for chord-to-thickness ratios d/h = 3 — 16, in 
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the Reynolds number range (1 — 3) x lOP. The significance of these results is in the 
observation of a transition from sinusoidal flow oscillation to complex periodic oscil­
lation involving superposition of out of phase large and small amplitude oscillations 
as the chord-to-thickness ratio is varied. The exact mechanism involved is not clear, 
but it may be an interaction between global effects such as circulation change, and 
localized instabilities. 
Steger and Bailey did a computational study of aileron buzz using a thin layer 
Navier-Stokes code with a Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model [30]. The aileron was 
freely rotating, subject only to aerodynamic forcing and inertia moment. Their results 
show a Mach number upper limit above which buzz occurs that is similar but higher 
than the experimental limit. For instance, at Moo = 0.82 and a = —1 deg. buzz 
occurred only after initializing the aileron with a 4 deg. offset. The experimental data 
shows oscillation at this angle of attack at Moo = 0.80. The computational frequency 
at 22.2 Hz (where reduced frequency k = 27r/(Mooip) = 0.76 , tp is nondimensional 
time period) is close to the experimental value of 21.2 Hz. The computed amplitude 
of oscillation is several degrees higher than that of experiment. At a Mach number 
of 0.83 the aileron freely enters buzz, while at a Mach number of 0.79 the oscillations 
damp out. The computed solutions show the phase lag in shock motion compared 
to aileron deflection that is observed experimentally. The computations show type C 
shock motion similar to that observed in the experiments of Tijdeman for forced flap 
motion. At Moo = 0.84 an inviscid solution went into divergent oscillatory growth 
of the aileron deflection, while the viscous solution did not. This is interpreted as 
indicating that viscosity is crucial in sustaining and damping aileron motion. Finally, 
at Moo = 0.85 the flow did not attain a steady solution, but buffeted at a frequency 
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of 26.6 Hz. After aileron release, a complex motion with repetition every fourth 
oscillation occurred. Viscous effects appear to dominate this case. Hirose and Miwa 
report a similar buffet boundary for these cases [41]. 
Several studies of light and deep dynamic stall for oscillating and pitching airfoils 
have been done using Navier-Stokes codes. For example, Ref.s [42] and [8] show de­
tailed studies of laminar flow about pitching airfoils at low Reynolds number. These 
results show the upstream propagation of the separation from the trailing edge, shed­
ding of counterclockwise vortices into the wake, and the formation of the leading edge 
vortex. Qualitative agreement with experiment was obtained. Aso et al. [43] show 
incompressible low Reynolds number results at moderate reduced frequency shows a 
similar behavior. Shida et al. [44] show the importance of grid refinement in cap­
turing the correct behavior. Course grid computations show vorticity first shedding 
from the leading edge, while fine grid results most likely show the correct results in 
which separation initiates and moves forward from the trailing edge, with separation 
simultaneously moving aft from the leading edge. 
Navier-Stokes solutions for many viscous flows of interest to aeroelasticians are 
too expensive computationally for routine engineering use. Interacting boundary 
layer solutions, on the other hand, provide a practical alternative. 
1.1.5. Interacting Boundary Layer Methods 
The classical Prandtl boundary layer is based on the fact that a thin viscous 
boundary layer exists near a solid outer flow boundary, beyond which is an essentially 
inviscid flow. In this approximation, a reduced equation set retaining the highest 
order viscous term on the boundary layer scale is combined with the Euler equations 
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or some derivative form outside the boundary layer. This structuralization of the flow 
is valid, in an asymptotic sense, in the limit of infinite Reynolds number. Since the 
initial development of the approximation, solution has been obtained for similar and 
semi-similar boundary layers by prescribing the pressure or velocity gradient imposed 
by the inviscid flow responding to geometry. However, from an analysis of flow leading 
up to separation, a classical boundary layer results in an unremovable Goldstein 
singularity [45]. In an unsteady boundary layer the Van Dommelen singularity results 
[46]. In the case of the Goldstein singularity, the displacement thickness develops a 
physically unrealistic infinite slope. The weak Goldstein singularity present at a 
marginal or small scale separation is removable by viscous-inviscid interaction, such 
as that embodied in the "triple deck theory" developed primarily by Neiland [47], 
Stewartson [48], Messiter [49], Sychev [50] (see also Smith [51]). Here, a local but 
elliptic pressure, displacement thickness interaction between the viscous sub layer and 
the global flow smooths the displacement thickness by allowing upstream adjustment 
of the flow, such as is observed experimentally. It was thus shown that any method 
of numerically modeling the boundary layer at these points must be consistent with 
the equations of the triple deck in order to preserve the proper physics through a 
separation. 
Beyond marginal separation, transition of a separating flow to a KirchofF free 
streamline separation occurs through a succession of singularities ending in a strongly 
nonlinear singularity that gives the massive break away from the wall. The bound­
ary layer bifurcates into two shear layers, separated by an inviscid region of fluid 
essentially at rest. In each of these boundary layer profiles, a physically realistic 
structure involves local viscous-inviscid interaction based on a careful application of 
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asymptotic analysis. Ahead of the leading Goldstein singularity is a noninteracting 
boundary layer. In the wake, the Kirchoff free streamline theory of a viscous sep­
arated wake appears to be consistent with the nearly constant pressure of a wake 
eddy, and Sychev shows triple deck theory to be consistent with this picture. While 
the wake is essentially inviscid, the shape and extent of the viscous wake are deter­
mined by shear forces and interaction. Thus, nothing short of a full interaction in 
the wake, with the appropriate boundary conditions on the separation, is adequate. 
These matters are important as they relate to the way in which the free viscous, wake 
interaction is modeled. 
An unsteady boundary layer is more problematic. Smith [52] does an analysis 
of an incompressible unsteady boundary layer starting from the Stewartson marginal 
separation. The structure is again three tiered, with an unsteady viscous sub-region, 
and steady main boundary layer and inviscid regions. This is the case for linear 
subsonic and supersonic flows. An initially slow, then much more rapid nonlinear 
singularity develops in a finite length of time. This unsteady triple deck captures the 
structure of both local and break away separating flows, such as the initial stages 
of leading edge break away of a dynamic stall. This may indeed also be associated 
with the Van Dommelen displacement bulge, and vorticity break away of leading 
edge stall. It also appears to apply to Tollmien-Schlichting and possibly Rayleigh 
instabilities and the initial stages of transition to turbulence [53]. One significant 
feature of these instabilities in the presence of the positive displacement thickness 
slope at separation is an enhanced growth rate that is even greater in a break away 
separation, at least for subsonic flow. 
Henkes and Veldman [54] have done an incompressible interaction with an un-
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steady boundary layer for indented flat plates and a circular cylinder. They find 
that boundary layer interaction at least delays if not removes the Van Dommelen's 
singularity. Specifically, an unsteady interacting boundary layer allowed convergence 
to a steady state solution for indented flat plates having separation, for which un­
steady noninteracting boundary layers or steady interacting boundary layer results 
were unsteady and eventually unstable. For the impulsively started cylinder, the 
unsteady interacting boundary layer at least delayed the appearance of Van Domme­
len's singularity. These results suggest that an unsteady boundary layer can be more 
numerically stable than a steady boundary layer, but is also subject to instabilities of 
its own that may be of a physical nature. In massive separation, vortex sheet dynam­
ics and instability, roll up and shear layer instability quite possibly will occur with an 
unsteady boundary layer. This is also associated with instability of a symmetric sep­
arated wake and instability of the viscous-inviscid interaction in vortex shedding [53] 
[55]. These last types of instability associated with a wake are primarily inviscid and 
unsteady in nature, while those discussed previously arise from within the boundary 
layer. These unique aspects of an unsteady boundary layer have then, on the one 
hand, possibly far reaching consequences, but also present major challenges in the 
development of unsteady interacting boundary layer methodologies. In the transonic 
regime different time scales enter, and as will be seen in the next chapter, a different 
unsteady triple deck structure results in which instability of the type Smith studied 
may be expected to occur in the outer flow first. 
Development of a transonic triple deck theory was given impetus by Stewartson 
[48] who extended his work on compressible triple deck theory to include a transonic 
outer flow. Brilliant [56] developed the theory to account for the interaction of a 
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weak shock for which M^o ~ 1, with the boundary layer. Bodonyi and Kluwick [57] 
developed further the theory of the transonic triple deck structure initiated by Stew-
artson, but incorporating the method of characteristics solution obtained by Brilliant. 
Bodonyi [58] has extended that to the case of transonic laminar boundary layers near 
expansion corners. Bodonyi and Smith [59] numerically solved the transonic triple 
deck equations for shock waves of sufficient strength to cause separation. 
The difficulties described above have alternately been dealt with, in conjunction 
with the process of developing numerical schemes of practical interest. It has been 
observed that away from a point of separation the inviscid flow essentially determines 
the pressure distribution, but very near the separation an "inverse" behavior occurs 
in which the pressure distribution is determined within the boundary layer. This is 
consistent with the triple deck theory. This behavior, however, is behind the devel­
opment of the so called inverse methods. Several approaches have been developed 
which incorporate these features including the direct-inverse, semi-inverse, and quasi-
simultaneous methods. Characteristic of all these methods is that the displacement 
thickness is solved from both the local boundary layer solution and the inviscid flow. 
Therefore, the solution is strongly influenced by the local solution but only weakly by 
the global inviscid solution. All of these methods are attempts to properly compute 
the viscous-inviscid interaction through a strong interaction region, such as at a point 
of separation. 
Various interaction schemes are well developed for steady transonic flows. Accu­
rate and efficient IBL solutions are currently available for two and three dimensional 
steady flows. Veldman et al, [60] reports results for airfoils having significant sep­
aration over 40-50% of the airfoil using VISTRAFS. Convergence is seen in 5-15 
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iterations using the quasi-simultaneous method. They also report to the need to al­
low a nonzero normal pressure gradient for rear loaded airfoils, and better turbulence 
modeling. Le Balleur reports steady results using the momentum-defect integral 
method. Results are shown for airfoils experiencing massive stall [61]. Unsteady 
interaction methods to date have generally used a quasi-steady boundary layer. The 
lag entrainment method of Green [62] as implemented by Rizzetta is an example [63] 
[64]. This method has been coupled with the low frequency TSD equation using 
an direct-inverse interaction procedure. Guruswamy and Goorjian [65], Howlett [66] 
[67] and Houwink [68] [69] present results using such a method in the direct mode for 
attached flows. Howlett made improvements upon the method of Rizzetta [70]. Sep­
arate boundary layer iteration between time steps, explicit treatment of the coupling, 
with displacement thickness lagged by one time step was included. These changes 
along with smoothing of the terms by averaging over 3-5 grids, and elimi­
nating type switching in the interaction equation, significantly increased stability of 
the method. Oscillating airfoil cases without separation were done typically in 360 
iterations per cycle. This was an order of magnitude speed increase over previous 
methods. Additional improvements made by Howlett in Ref. [71] allow computation 
in the presence of light separation. Melnik and Brook have incorporated improve­
ments in the shape function of Green into their GRUMFEL code, which uses the 
semi-inverse method of Le Balleur, to allow nearly stalled and shock separated cases 
to be modeled. They note the importance of wake curvature in separated cases, al­
though instability is reported when significant wake separation occurs [72]. There is, 
thus, the need for better treatment of wake curvature effects. 
Edwards introduces a new coupling procedure using the inverse method of Carter 
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and the quasi-steady boundary layer equations of Green [73]. In this method the in­
teraction is treated as a dynamic control system with variable gain constants for 
updating displacement thickness in separated and unseparated regions. Cebeci and 
Jang [74] produce results for oscillating airfoils in an incompressible flow using a 
steady boundary layer, solved by the inverse method of Cebeci, with a dynamic vis­
cous wake. The inviscid wake is represented as a succession of vortices emanating 
from the trailing edge. The viscous wake curvature is updated in response to the vor­
tex shedding derived from the inviscid wake solution. They report that the inclusion 
of dynamic vortex shedding allows results that are closer to experiment for all cases. 
Above stall onset the wake curvature is critical for closure of the separation, how­
ever difïïculties were reported using the direct-inverse method for such cases [74] [75]. 
Regarding the importance of the wake displacement in an IBL calculation, Coiro et 
al. [76] report minor improvements in pressure distributions for transonic airfoils in 
steady flow when wake displacement is included. The most important improvement, 
on the order of several percent, is in the placement of the shock. The fact that wake 
curvature is a second order effect and has a negligible effect on the leading order 
solution appears also to be confirmed by their results. Also using the inverse method 
of Carter, Fenno, et al. developed a method using the steady boundary layer integral 
and volume integration of the Euler equations [77]. They report steady results for 
several equilibrium and nonequilibrium turbulence models. Unsteady results using 
the quasi-simultaneous or Veldman simultaneous method are presented by Houwink 
and Veldman [78] and Henke, Muller and Schultze [79] for 3-D flows. 
The method of Houwink and Veldman uses the low frequency TSD equation 
coupled with a steady boundary layer using Green's lag entrainment equations by 
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a simultaneous coupling. They use an implicit ADI procedure for the inviscid flow 
in which the airfoil and wake boundary conditions are composed from the boundary 
layer equations and an interaction law [78]. The modified shape factor of Le Balleur 
is used for more realistic representation of the separated profile. Results are obtained 
for an oscillating airfoil and airfoil with oscillating spoiler. The oscillating airfoil 
cases are for a 12% supercritical airfoil at M^o = 0.7 and 0.8, Re = 2 x 10®, mean 
angle of attack of 0.75 degrees, amplitude of 0.5 degrees, with reduced frequency 
k = 0.085 and 0.10. The lower Mach number case is attached while the higher 
Mach number case has shock-induced separation from about 65% — 115% chord. The 
oscillating spoiler cases were for the same airfoil with a spoiler having a leading and 
trailing edge at 52% and 67% respectively, Moo = 0.6, mean deflection 8m = 10 
degrees and amplitude (5i = 1 degree. Each of these case studies show qualitative 
agreement with experiment. Edwards, discussing these results, however, indicates 
that the direct-inverse and semi-inverse methods have diflBculty with deeply separated 
flows, especially when unsteady [80]. The quasi-simultaneous method appears to work 
better for these cases and has been implemented successfully using the low frequency 
LTRAN2-NLR TSD code and the quasi-steady integral boundary layer equations. Le 
Balleur and Girodroux-Lavigne have developed a time accurate method based on the 
unsteady compressible boundary layer continuity and momentum equations using a 
momentum defect integral approach, based on the analytical boundary layer method 
and shape function of Le Balleur, and the high frequency small disturbance equation 
[81]. The boundary layer equations are time accurate, at least for flows not requiring 
the unsteady energy equation. The interaction is with the semi-implicit method of 
Le Balleur. Results with this method are encouraging, however, for deep separation. 
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up to 15 iterations can be required [71]. 
Steady and unsteady interacting boundary layer results have been obtained for 
various cases of transonic buffeting by Girodroux-Lavigne and Le Balleur [82]. The 
turbulence model for the circular arc results was the k — e turbulence model. Results 
show qualitative agreement with experiment in that the steady to unsteady behavior 
is observed in the appropriate Mach number range. In particular, at Moo = 0.788 the 
flow is steady, while at Moo = 0.76 unsteady oscillatory flow results were obtained. 
The steady pressure coefficient shows the shock location agreeing very well, however, 
as with other previous studies the shock jump is too strong. The pressure recovery 
toward the trailing edge is in better agreement with experiment, but still over predicts. 
For the oscillatory behavior to appear it was found that the grid in the region of the 
shock had to be refined sufficiently to resolve the boundary layer thickened shock 
compression. The oscillation has qualitative agreement with experiment, although 
the frequency is much too low, over predicting by more than 30%. 
Shock-induced oscillation results by the same authors for the NACA0012 and 
RA16SC1 airfoils at various angles of attach and Mach numbers near the bulfet 
boundary are shown in Ref. [83]. The location of buffet onset appears to be computed 
accurately. However, results for the NACA0012 case give a frequency that is 20% 
low, while results for the RA16SC1 airfoil gives a computed fundamental frequency 
that is 15% below that of experiment. Pressure fluctuations fpr the second airfoil 
also appear to be approximately 20% low, although location of the peak rms pressure 
fluctuation along the chord is obtained well. 
The results of Edwards [73] for the 18% circular arc airfoil show the hysteresis 
of buffet onset correctly obtained for increasing and decreasing Mach number. En­
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couraging results with a control law coupling [73] are obtained for SIO of the NACA 
0012 airfoil at buffet onset, £1 = 4 degrees, Moo = 0.775, i?e = 10 x 10® as well 
as for the circular arc airfoil at = 0.76 and 0.78. Interestingly, the results at 
the latter Mach number are unsteady, as are the Navier-Stokes results cited earlier, 
although the experimental data is steady at this Mach number. The slight decrease 
in reduced frequency, observed in the circular arc experimental data, with increasing 
Mach number, is also verified. These results show "type C" shock motion for both 
cases, as suggested by McDevitt for the circular arc, although multiple shocks were 
observed in the circular arc case. Also, a discussion is included of the possible sources 
of the SIO, ranging from the maximum mach number ahead of the shock, upstream 
traveling "Kutta" waves, differing signal propagation speeds in the inner and outer 
flow regions and resonance [73]. From the present computations it is observed that 
the flow appears to be dominated by the shock motion, the velocity of which is a 
complex interaction between shock strength and flow turning angle. Also discussed 
is the effect of steady boundary layer results on the solution. Results of an SIO case 
for the NACA 0012 airfoil are cited which show the shock strength typically over 
predicted and the separation region not well modeled. This is likely to be expected 
for a steady boundary layer technique using an analytically derived shape function. 
The only reported difficulty appears to have been in the viscous wake calculations, 
where an exponential decay function was used to model displacement thickness to 
circumvent numerical instabilities. Also, since the steady boundary layer is not com­
patible with the unsteady outer solution, the results are significantly influenced by 
the coupling gain. A study of this revealed that the reduced frequency of the circular 
arc case varied from 0.2 - 0.55 and the C( and Cm varied by similar factors depending 
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on the gain. 
Howlett has obtained results for P-80 aileron buzz with a TSD potential code 
coupled with a quasi-steady interacting boundary layer [71]. They show the computed 
onset boundary in better agreement with experiment than the previously discussed 
results of Steger and Bailey [30]. 
Howlett uses his explicit coupling to compute an interacting boundary layer solu­
tion for a number of airfoils undergoing oscillation, in which there is moderate viscous 
contribution. These results confirm that added iterations with an explicit coupling 
results in much more accurate and efficient results. One to four iterations were re­
quired for these cases in which separation is very slight. Each of the unsteady results 
show the general area of the shock oscillation predicted well. Large discrepancies in 
some results may have been due to the effect of turbulence modeling. Unsteady lifting 
coefficient frequencies were reasonably predicted, but with significant differences in 
amplitude [66]. Weak to moderate unsteady shock results compare favorably, while 
deteriorating accuracy in predicting shock strength and location occurred for strong 
shocks. Computational difficulties were reported for an oscillating NACA 0012, ap­
parently due to the onset of trailing edge separation [70]. In Ref. [71], improvements 
allowed computation of cases having slight trailing edge separation. Two to five it­
erations are reported at low to moderate angles of attack with up to twenty at the 
peak angles. 
Le Balleur [81] presents results for several oscillating airfoils and for an airfoil 
with an oscillating spoiler. Several of these have shock induced separation extending 
from about mid chord to the trailing edge. Results were obtained for the NACA 
64A810 airfoil for oscillation about the quarter chord, at k = 0.2,0.4,0.6 , amplitude 
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of ±1° , Moo = 0.789, «m = 4°, Re = 12 million, for the NLR 730 airfoil having pitch 
and flap oscillations, at Moo = 0.75, = .37°, Re = 11 million, and the RA16SC1 
airfoil with an oscillating spoiler at A; = .3, amplitude ±1° , mean deflections of 2.5° 
and 10°, at Moo = 0.6, i?e = 4 million. Generally good agreement with experiment is 
obtained. The frequency and phase trends of the Davis and Malcolm [13] experiment 
are computed fairly well. There is some difficulty reported in obtaining a match 
with experiment for the spoiler case. Edwards summarizes many additional studies 
of unsteady inviscid and viscous flows as they relate to aeroelastic problems in Ref. 
[84] and [80]. 
The importance of the turbulence modeling in the computation of oscillating 
airfoil aerodynamics in the light stall regime is highlighted by Dindar et al. [85]. 
Incompressible Navier-Stokes computations using a medium grid for oscillating air­
foils experiencing light stall, using the Cebeci-Smith, the Baldwin-Lomax and the 
Johnson-King models [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] , are done. These studies show that the 
Johnson-King model results in much more extensive separation over a major part of 
the oscillation cycle. The Cebeci-Smith and the Baldwin-Lomax models do not agree 
with experiment at all. The authors of Ref. [91] do a more extensive study compar­
ing grid spacing, time step, and comparison of the Baldwin-Lomax and Johnson-King 
models. Their results show significant differences with turbulence model as well. 
1.2. Motivation and Outline of the Method and Results to be Presented 
The foregoing review of unsteady CFD methods applied to aeroelasticity reveals 
several areas in which the field may be advanced. Current interacting boundary layer 
methods use an assumed velocity profile shape in the boundary layer. Comparisons 
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show significant deviation of the computed boundary layer profile from experiment 
in areas of deep separation. While an integral method is much more efficient than 
a finite differenced boundary layer solution, the latter should give a more accurate 
boundary layer velocity profile, assuming of course that a good turbulence model 
is used. And it should at least be more efficient than a similarly resolved Navier-
Stokes solution. Also, apart from the approach of Le Balleur, all use some form 
of a steady boundary layer. For cases involving rapid growth and collapse of a 
stall region, a steady boundary layer is probably not adequate. As to the current 
level of IBL performance, oscillating airfoil results have been obtained up to but 
not including light stall. Based on encouraging results obtained using the quasi-
simultaneous method of Veldman, it is expected that results involving light shock-
induced stall can also be obtained with an IBL method. Whether such cases can be 
accurately modeled by this method is probably as much determined by the accuracy 
of the turbulence model, as by the validity of the boundary layer assumption at higher 
angles of attack. However, steady turbulent IBL results in the incipient stall regime 
show close agreement with experiment, and it is expected that unsteady results can 
show similar agreement. In the case of shock-induced stall, accurate results will most 
surely require a nonequilibrium turbulence model. While the procedure of Le Balleur 
uses the k-e turbulence model, the Johnson-King model should give similar results 
with better efficiency. 
There are, however, potential problems that require care. Most notably is the 
possible appearance of finite time singularities of the type identified by Smith and 
Van Dommelen [92]. The results of Henkes and Veldman suggest that an unsteady 
interacting boundary layer is numerically more stable than a steady boundary layer. 
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However, it is unclear under what conditions the equations can become singular. 
This requires more investigation. Also, an unsteady wake poses problems that are 
not present for a steady wake. Self-excited oscillations of the type discussed earlier 
can be in part induced by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. If this is the case, it is likely 
that a fully interacting boundary layer wake will be subject to this instability. This 
will again require special attention. 
The recent advances in interacting boundary layer theory by Davis and Werle [93] 
and Davis [94], based on asymptotic matching and triple deck theory, have produced 
a possible quasi-simultaneous coupling that allows solution of weak and strong inter­
actions identically. Investigations using the method for massively separated steady 
flows suggest its usefulness as a method for large scale separation [95] [96] [97]. Com­
putational evidence has been presented that the steady Davis matching is consistent 
with triple deck results for a nonlinear inviscid flow as Re ^ oo and Moo —*• 1 
[98]. The following chapters present the asymptotic matching condition of Davis and 
Werle, as extended in the present analysis to allow a unsteady compressible interac­
tion. In combination with the high frequency transonic small disturbance equation 
and the complete set of unsteady compressible boundary layer equations, it provides 
an interacting boundary layer method that is time accurate in all regions. Utilizing 
the full unsteady energy equation would allow computation of transonic interacting 
flows with prescribed wall temperature, and in fact, a wide range of Mach numbers. 
This study, however, eliminates the energy equation from the boundary layer by as­
suming isoenthalpic boundary layer flow. Finally, the method also allows straight 
forward extension to three dimensional unsteady flows using the Prandtl boundary 
layer. 
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The solution procedure uses an approximate factorization of the inviscid flow. 
Strong and weak interaction regions are solved alike by downstream marching of 
columns with the fully implicit solution of the flow in the boundary layer, inviscid 
region and boundary layer edge. This method incorporates first order time accurate 
equations in both the inviscid and viscous regions as well as those governing the in­
teraction. A procedure for updating the viscous wake center line is incorporated at 
each iteration enforcing a match between upper and lower edge velocities. Results us­
ing this method with the Cebeci-Smith [99] and the Baldwin-Lomax [100] turbulence 
models for an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil are compared with other computational 
and experimental data. Results are also obtained for an oscillating NACA 64A010 
airfoil with turbulence and the 64A006 airfoil with a laminar boundary layer. Some 
of the results with these airfoils show light shock-stall over a significant portion of 
the cycle. Finally results are presented for the 18% circular arc airfoil experiencing 
shock-induced flow oscillation. 
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY 
In this chapter the leading order boundary layer equations are derived in primi­
tive and Levy-Lees variables for a laminar and turbulent boundary layer. The Davis 
matching condition is extended for an unsteady compressible interacting boundary 
layer, resulting in an expression that correctly treats the asymptotic structure at the 
boundary layer edge. An outcome of this analysis is an identification of the unique 
effect of unsteady boundary layer compressibility on the inviscid injection velocity. 
The inviscid governing equation used in the computations to follow is the high fre­
quency transonic small disturbance equation. To justify the use of this equation, the 
asymptotic structure of the unsteady transonic small disturbance problem is analyzed 
as it relates to an interacting boundary layer. The outcome is an identification of 
the various asymptotic structures possible for different inviscid flows, the asymptotic 
structure of a unsteady transonic separation point, and the general transonic small 
disturbance equation form required for an unsteady boundary layer interaction. In 
addition, the physical reasons are discussed why stabilizing the computation of a 
boundary layer interaction is needed, when the high frequency term is included. 
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2.1. Asymptotic Analysis of an Unsteady Compressible IBL 
In this section the correct expansions of the boundary layer and inviscid flow 
quantities for a viscous-inviscid interaction are identified, and the governing bound­
ary layer equations derived. These equations are then transformed into a flat plate 
coordinate system by the unsteady Prandtl transposition. 
As the starting point for obtaining the reduced set, the Navier-Stokes equa­
tions are nondimensionalized by the length taken to be chord length for the 
problems considered here, and the free stream density, velocity and viscosity, de­
noted by /9^, and , respectively. Nondimensional variables are defined by, 
< = = r-/?',:,/' = 
P'IpIo^P = (P* -  pIo)Iand (x = Owing to the dependence of the 
resulting equations on Reynolds number. Re = the unsteady com­
pressible boundary equations may be obtained upon expansion of quantities in terms 
of successively smaller orders of the parameter e = and rescaling of lengths. 
u U i { x , Y , t )  e U 2 { x , Y , t )  
V ~ eVi{x,Y,t) 4- e^V2{x,Y,t) 
p R\[x,Y.it) eR2{x,Y,t) • (2.1) 
pr^Pi{x,Y, t)  + ep2{x,Y, t)  + •••  
T ~ 8i(z, y, t) + e02(x, Y,t)-\ 
The boundary layer vertical scale is defined by y = eY, for a constant y as e 0. To 
match with the boundary layer, the inviscid flow quantities are necessarily expanded 
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in a similar way. 
u ~ «i(z, y, t) + eu2[x, Y,t) + • • • 
V ~ vi{x, y, t) + ev^ix, Y,t) + • • • 
pi{x,Y,t) + €p2ix , Y , t )  +  - - -  (2.2) 
p^pi{x,Y, t)  + ep2{x,Y, t)  + •••  
From the expansions 2.1 boundary layer equations at the first two orders are, 
Rii + {R\U\)x + (^iVi)i' = 0 
RiU\t + R\{UiU\x + V\U\Y) = —pix + {IJ'UIY)Y 
P\Y = 0 (2.3) 
RiQit + -Ri(f/i0ii + 1401}') = (7 - l)M^(pi( + Uipix + niUxYf) 
+ ( f0 iy ) r  
at 0(1), and 
R2t + {R1U2 + R2Ui)x + {R1V2 + ^2^ )y = 0 
R2U\t + RiU^t + {R\U2 + R2U\]U\x 
•\-R\U\U2X + {R\V2 + -/?2K)t^ir + R\y\U2Y 
+P2x — {P'U2Y)Y = 0 
P2Y = —Rl^U — RlUiVix — RIV\VIY + {/J-VIY)Y 
^20i( + •Ri02t + RiUiQix 4" R1U2Q1X + R\U\Q2X 
+i?lVi021' + R\V2Q\Y + -^2^011' 
— (7 — 1)M^ \p2l + U\P2x + U2PIX + 2/i {U\yU2y)\ 
- (^02y)y = 0 
at 0(e). In the energy equation, a is the Prandtl number, p, is nondimensional vis­
cosity evaluated using the Sutherland viscosity law. The major structural difference 
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between the first and second order equations is the appearance of additional terms 
in the normal momentum equation. Otherwise the second order equations have the 
same terms as the leading order equations. A second order approximation would 
accordingly include these terms in the F-momentum equation. 
The leading order equations can be Prandtl transposed with the coordinate def­
initions, 
X = X 
y  =  y  +  / (z , f )  
t = T 
and velocity definitions, 
U, = U, 
V i  =  W i +  f ^ { x ,  t ) U i  +  f t { x ,  t )  
The geometry associated with this transformation of the boundary layer and air­
foil/wake center line surface of height f{x, t) is shown in Figure 2.1. This transforms 
the boundary layer over a time varying displaced surface and curved wake into a 
flat plate boundary layer that simplifies boundary conditions, with the leading or­
der boundary layer equations under this transformation left unchanged. This fact is 
made clear by Figure 2.1, and by the following derivation. The metrics are written, 
a _ a .a 
gz az -''gy 
a a . a 
ôT -''ay 
a _ a 
ay  "ay  '  
Continuity is written, 
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f(x,t) 
Figure 2.1: Prandtl-transposed geometry 
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R \ t  — f t R -^y + (-^1^^1)2; — f x  { R l U l ) ç  
+  [ R i { W , + f , U i  +  f t ) ] ç  =  0 .  
This is easily reduced to the final form, 
Rit + {R\Ui)^ + = 0 . 
The x-momentum equation is similarly transformed, with the result 
R\U\t  + R\U\Uix + R\WiU^y — ~'Pix + (y^^ip)p • 
The V-momentum equation is unchanged, while the energy equation becomes, 
R\Qit + Rx{U\Qlx + = (7 ~ + U\Pix + 
+(^®iy)y • 
The W^i-velocity boundary condition at K = 0 now has the form 
T/Fi = 0 , 
for a time varying airfoil surface and wake center line. The outer boundary condition 
for the boundary layer will also need to be transformed. The transformed version be 
derived when the matching procedure has been done. 
Since the transformed equations are identical in form to the original equations we 
will retain the time and spatial coordinates (x, F, i) and velocity Vi in the equations 
that follow. It must be understood, however, that the equations are now Prandtl-
transposed, with the corresponding change in boundary conditions. The complete set 
of boundary conditions for these transposed equations at V = 0 on a solid surface, 
are 
U\ = V\ = U2 = V2 — ^1 0:k = 02/ = 0 , or 01 = 02 = const .  
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In the wake, the u—velocity component boundary condition has a different form, 
for a symmetric wake at V = 0. For an asymmetric wake, an additional equation, 
such as x-momentum, is solved at the V = 0 location. Additional conditions for the 
boundary at K —+ oo are obtained by requiring continuity of flow variables with the 
inviscid flow. These will be found by an asymptotic matching of velocities at Y —> oo. 
Here the leading order boundary layer equation set derived in the last section is 
written in terms of Levy-Lees variables. This eliminates the density as an dependent 
variable requiring solution, making it more computationally efficient than a primitive 
variable formulation of the boundary layer equations. The governing equations in 
the boundary layer are the unsteady compressible Prandtl-transposed boundary layer 
equations, valid in a region in which y = eY and x = 0(1), with e = The 
reference length is taken to be chord length. The nondimensionalized coordinate x 
and velocity U\ are along the plate and the coordinate Y and velocity V\ are normal 
to the plate. The independent variables are. 
UxY = 0 
2.2. Boundary Layer Equations in Levy-Lees Variables 




In this formulation, baseline conditions are taken to be nondimensional free stream 
values which are set to 1. The Levy-Lees dependent variables are, 
F =  Ui  ,  V  =  lo  ) P = Pi) (2.5) 
and 
0 = 01 . 
Substitution of these variables into the nondimensional laminar boundary layer equa­
tions gives for continuity, momentum and energy conservation. 
%, + F + 2^^ = 0 , 
2( 
- VFr, - 2iFt + f 4- F' = 0 , 
PeTt 
and 
-  VB,  +  
\Pe-Le 
Pjj — 0 , 
[p« + = 0 
The subscript e refers to conditions at the edge of the boundary layer. The ^-
momentum equation has been modified by eliminating the F^ derivative from con­
tinuity. Also, note that when turbulent fluctuation is accounted for, the resulting 
equations and terms become density averaged, and additional Reynolds stress terms 
enter which are not shown here. The expression for boundary layer velocity in prim­
itive variables is given by, 
fV 1 fY 
FdrA- j^  Ru{x ,Y . t )dY .  
At the Prandtl-transposed wake center line and at the airfoil surface {Y  = 0), 
we had Vi = 0. The corresponding Levy-Lees variable boundary condition now has 
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an identical form V = 0 at 7/ = 0. The boundary condition for F at ?/ = 0 is identical 
to that for U\ aX Y = 0. Boundary conditions at t; —> oo will be derived after the 
matching condition is derived in primitive variables. 
2.3. Turbulent Boundary Layer Equations and Modeling 
Many of the cases of interest in the transonic regime involve turbulent flow. This 
requires boundary layer equations written in terms of an unsteady mean flow and a 
turbulent fluctuation component. They can be written in a simple form if the flow 
quantities are redefined as mass weighted. This is the approach that will be followed 
here. Following Cebeci and Smith [99], mass averaged velocities are defined by, 
U\ = RiUilRi  ,  Vi  = RiVifRi  and 0 i  = RiQi/Ri  .  
Other quantities are defined as for conventional time-averaging. Averaged and fluc­
tuation quantities are defined as follows: 
Ui = Ui + u[ 
Vi^Vi  + F/ 
Ri = Ri -j- R'l • 
©1 = 01 + ©i 
Pi  =  W +  p" 
The terms with the over bar are conventionally averaged quantities. The relation­
ship between the mass weighted and conventionally averaged velocities can be easily 
derived. For the velocity components, we have, 
Ui-TÂ =  oMd V i -V\=  WKIK-
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Similar relationships can be found for 0i, and (See Cebeci, Smith [99]). Cebeci 
and Smith show by an order analysis that for Mach numbers less than hypersonic 
and for moderate heat transfer, 
ïï^-vl = 0{t) , 
and 
= 0(1). 
The mass weighted [/-velocity can accordingly be replaced with the conventional 
averaged value. However, the normal velocity is replaced with the mass weighted 
value. The resulting equations for compressible turbulent flow following Ref. [99], 
are 
R\t + {R\U\)x + (-RiVi)j' = 0 
RiUit  + R\{U\U\x + V\U\y) = —p\x + {fJ'UiY — R\U[V-1)y 
my = e [RiV{VI) 
R\Q\t + R\{U\Q\x + H0iy) = (7 ~ 
-r;uîviûiy + (^ 0i7 - wwi)y 
Note that in addition to the terms normally present in an incompressible flow, there is 
a term in the normal momentum equation and an extra term appearing in the energy 
equation. Since the turbulent normal pressure gradient is 0(e) in the boundary layer 
typically the turbulence term in the normal momentum equation is neglected. That 
will be the case in the computational studies to follow, although that term can easily 
be included if desired. If a second order equation set were solved this term would need 
to be included. Also, the additional turbulence term in the energy equation would 
typically be neglected [101] [102]. The eddy viscosity formulation is frequently used 
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frequently used in which the turbulence terms in the momentum and energy equations 




The eddy viscosity used here is in nondimensional form as are all the other variables. 
The Cebeci-Smith [99] and Baldwin-Lomax [100] turbulence models are the two mod­
els with this approximation that are used in the results to follow. Both are also two 
layer models. 
The inner region turbulence viscosity for the Cebeci-Smith model is modeled 
with the Boussinesq assumption. In terms of the Levy-Lees variables, this is given 
fir = I ^ I • 
The nondimensional mixing length, li is given by 
where the von Kârmân constant k is 0.41 and the damping constant = 30. The 
value of Y is obtained by numerically integrating the equation, 
The parameter î/+ is defined as 
y +  -  (I I ^ _ 
The terms Riw, and are nondimensional. Because of the possibility of having 
zero wall shear, the values above are actually computed at the point at which the 
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shear achieves its maximum value in the local profile. The outer region turbulence 
viscosity is in a slightly simplified form. The switch from the inner to the outer 
turbulence region occurs when the turbulence viscosity from the inner equation first 
exceeds the value from the outer region equation. As used here, the equation for 
outer turbulence viscosity is defined as 
The parameter 6k is nondimensional kinematic displacement thickness related the 
dimensional form by 6^ = L*Re~^/'^8k. This is defined by 
This value is obtained by numerical integration. The parameter that accounts for 
transitional intermittency involving Reynolds number based on momentum thickness 
has been omitted. The assumption is that for the high Reynolds number cases (with 
iîe ~ 4 — 15 X 10®) that are done in the numerical studies to follow, the expres­
sion above will give a value close to that given by the more complex forms of the 
outer turbulence viscosity. Likewise the parameter accounting for transition has been 
omitted. It is assumed in all the following computations that transition occurs at 
the leading edge. Finally, the Klebanoff intermittency function is not included ei­
ther. Computational difficulty was encountered when the Klebanoff intermittency 
function was used. This is thought to be due to the large grid stretching being used 
in the outer boundary layer computational domain, in combination with the fact that 
a rectangular boundary layer computational domain currently is being used rather 
than one in which computations are carried out only to the edge of the boundary 
layer profile. At many stations the boundary computations are carried far beyond 
MT = 0.0168i?iFe I 4 1 . 
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the actual boundary layer edge. In any event, it has been assumed that this func­
tion is not as important to an interacting boundary layer computation as it is to a 
Navier-Stokes computation. 
The Baldwin-Lomax model as used here is as follows. The Prandtl-Van Driest 
formulation is used in the inner region. Turbulence viscosity is defined by 
where the magnitude of the nondimensional vorticity | H | in a two dimensional 
boundary layer at leading order is given by 
The mixing length U is defined in the same way as for the Cebeci-Smith model. 
Up to this point the two models are identical for an interacting boundary layer. 
The modeling in the outer region is where the difference occurs. In that region the 
turbulence viscosity is defined by 
The Klebanoff intermittency function has been left out here for the same reasons as 
in the Cebeci-Smith model. The constant parameters are given by 
Ht = R\^ i I I i2e , 
HT = KCcpRiFwAKsR^^^^ • 
K = 0.0168 
Ccp = 1.6 
The term FWAKE is defined by 
2/max-^r max 
FWAKE = the  smal le r  o f  or  
CwKymax^di f f l  ^ r iss i max 
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The quantities j/max and are the location and value of the maximum of the 
function 
= K I fî I (1 - el-»"'"*»] , 
in the local profile. The term = Yiv) is determined from the integral 2.6. The 
quantity Udijj is the difference between the maximum and minimum velocity F in 
the local profile. The constants are given by, 
CwK = 0.25 
A"^ = 30 
The wake turbulence is modeled using the Cebeci model [103] in all of the results 
to follow. The wake eddy viscosity is given by 
— f^w 4" {i^Te 6 ' 
where nxe is the eddy viscosity at the trailing edge, calculated from the turbulence 
model used over the airfoil, 
•Si  = ((^ -  6e)  /206te  ,  
and Hw is the eddy viscosity for the far wake, given by the maximum of fiyji and 
, defined by 
/2/min 




f j -wu = 0.064 / {ug — u)  dY .  
The quantity 8te is the displacement thickness at the trailing edge. 
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2.4. Asymptotic Boundary Layer-Inviscid Matching 
There are several possible approaches to matching the boundary layer with the 
inviscid region, and care must be taken to obtain the correct matching. Since there 
is no unique stream function that can be defined for an unsteady compressible flow, 
matching stream functions can result in several conflicting results. It would be, at first 
sight, expected that mass flow should be conserved through the boundary layer edge. 
This will happen if a strict application of a systematic asymptotic analysis is done in 
which velocities are matched. Accordingly, a Taylor series of the inviscid v—velocity 
at 2/ ^ 0 is matched with the boundary layer velocity expansion as y —> oo. We get 
at 0(1) and 0(e), 
ui{x^O,t)  = Ui{x,Y, t )  -  Ue{x, t )  ,  ui(x,0,^) = 0, 
and 
U2(x,0, f )  + yui j , (a; ,0 , f )  = U2{x,Y, t )  ,  U2(a; ,0 , f )  + Yviy{x,0, t )  = Vi{x,Y, t ) ,  
as F ^  oo . The subscript ()g refers to conditions at the edge of the boundary layer. 
At O(e^), velocity matching gives, 
V3{x,0, t )  + yu2y( . 'c ,0 , f )  = V2ix,Y, t )  ,  
and 
U3{x,  0, t )  + Yu2y{x,  0, t )  = Usix ,  Y ,  t )  .  
Using the first of equations 2.3, matching of u—velocity components and the fact that 
Rii'(x,y, i) 0 as y ^ GO, the former equation is written as, 
U2(®,0, f )  = Vi{x,Y, t )  -  YViY{x,Y, t )  .  
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Density matching at 0(1) and 0(e )  gives, 
= Ri (x ,V , i )  =  Pe(x , t )  ,  
and, 
P2(x ,0 , t )  =  R2(x ,Y , t )  -YRiY(x ,Y , t )  ,  
respectively, as F —> oo. With the definition of displacement thickness 
S= P  f l -  DY 
an additional expression for ug can be written, 
d{peUe8i)  V2{x,0, t )  = — 
Pe 
-  [Rit{x ,Y, t )  -  pet{x, t )]dY (2.7) dx  
as y oo. Note that the integral on the right is finite as y —> oo and thus provides 
a proper balance with the left hand side of the equation. 6% is the leading term in an 
expansion of displacement thickness 
8 ~ -j- ^82 + • • •• 
The third and fourth terms in equation 2.7 are the contribution of the time variation 
of density in the boundary layer to the injection velocity into the inviscid flow. 
A stream function formulation of the boundary layer equations and matching 
can now be written, using the Howarth transformation. We replace the y-coordinate 
with y, where, 
y = r  Riix ,  Y ,  t)dY Jo  
and define, 
= = =-571*" + ^'1 • 
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Vi in the second of these is defined to explicitly satisfy continuity (Equation 2.3a). 
With the use of this stream function definition, the velocity matching now becomes, 
If the inviscid stream function is expanded in terms of perturbations involving e, 
V» ~ 2/ + eip2{x,y , t )  + • • • , 
we have by matching with the boundary layer for any choice of inviscid stream func­
tion, 
as y —> oo, for a boundary layer that starts at x = Zo. The steady compressible 
stream function derived from a similar expansion and procedure is, 
Comparison of equations 2.8 and 2.9 shows that there is a contribution to the leading 
order inviscid streamline perturbation that is due solely to the effect of unsteady 
compressibility in the boundary layer. That effect is cumulative, in that it involves 
the integration of unsteady compressibility through all points in the boundary layer 
previous to the location at x. An example in which this effect might be extremely 
important is for an impulsively started flat plate. This can only become in any 
sense important, however, if the time variation in temperature in the boundary layer 
deviates significantly from the temperature variation at the edge. Such a variation 
will most likely not occur in many cases. A flow having a high Mach number or a 
constant wall temperature such as would occur for a cold wall flow are possibilities. 
i^2{x,0, t )  = -peUeSi  + (2.8) 
•02(3;, 0,i) = -peUeÔi . (2.9) 
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In the wake, the same matching condition at K ^ oo ensures mass continuity 
between the boundary layer edge and the inviscid wake flow. However, an additional 
condition is required, that ensures pressure continuity. This condition, as derived 
from the unsteady Bernoulli equation, requires. 
where A() represents the jump across the wake. A downstream condition is imposed, 
requiring that d{peUeS)ldx = 0. This is consistent with the assumption that the 
downstream point of the viscous wake is approaching the far field. 
In this section the asymptotic matching conditions for velocity have been derived 
for an unsteady compressible boundary layer. The resulting expressions show that 
there is a component of the velocity matching due to the time variation of the density 
through the boundary layer. In the next section, an analogous expression will be 
presented in Levy-Lees form. 
The asymptotic procedure used to obtain the velocity matching in primitive 
variables can also be used to obtain a matching condition and interaction law in Levy-
Lees variables. Since the procedure is essentially identical, it will not be repeated 
here. Only the results will be identified. In terms of the Levy-Lee's variables defined 
above, we write, 
(2.10) 
2.5. Levy-Lees Matching 
where 0  =  { 1  —  9 )  d i ] ,  and 
v{x , 0 , t )  = —{peUe^ l ) x  ~  j  { R i t  —  p e t ] I p d f ]  Re +/r +/< , (2.12) 
pç pq t/0 
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as 7/ —»• oo. / is surface height and /< is the local vertical surface velocity. The terms 
fx and ft are included to account for the surface displacement and velocity. Equa­
tion 2.12, the matching condition 2.11 and the unsteady transonic small disturbance 
equation 2.13 form the complete set necessary to satisfy boundary conditions at the 
outer edge of the boundary layer. 
2.6. Inviscid Governing Equations 
The equation governing the inviscid flow is the high frequency transonic small 
disturbance equation. In nondimensional, conservation form, this is, 
A(ptt + Bipxt = Eipxx + F ^ + Vj/y ) (2.13) 
where, 
/1 = M^ 
B = ml  
E  =  l - M l  
F=-1[3 + Mi(7-2)]M|, 
This equation is solved along with thin airfoil boundary conditions at the airfoil 
surface. Pressure and vertical velocity continuity in the inviscid wake is ensured by 
convecting the potential jump, F = , downstream from the trailing edge. 
This value is obtained at the trailing edge by linear extrapolation between the inviscid 
grid points above and below the trailing edge. The equation governing this inviscid 
wake convection is obtained from equation 2.10. Substituting the series expansions 
for potential and the definition of F into that equation, neglecting nonlinear and 
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second order terms, and letting 1, yields, 
r* + Pr = 0 . (2.14) 
At each point along the wake cut, the value of F obtained from the expression above, 
with the substitution F,- = (y" — (/s'),- , allows differencing across the cut of the 
j/-derivative in the TSD equation. 
Boundary conditions at y = oo, are specified wall conditions. This boundary 
condition can have a significant effect on the solutions, especially for oscillating airfoil 
solutions taken through several cycles. The effect of this boundary condition on the 
solutions to follow has not been assessed. The upstream boundary condition is y? = 0, 
and a non-reflecting boundary condition [36] is imposed at the downstream point. 
The transonic small disturbance equation given in the last section is used in the 
computations discussed in the next chapter. In the present section this equation is 
derived starting from an asymptotic expansion of the flow variables and potential 
that is compatible with a boundary layer interaction. After deriving it using heuris­
tic arguments, a more rigorous asymptotic analysis is done in which the scales are 
identified on which the different unsteady terms and the linear and nonlinear terms 
become important. It will be found that the second order time derivative (i.e. the 
where. 
c ==e + , d = . 
2.7. Inviscid Asymptotics 
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"high frequency" term) should remain a second order correction unless the speed 
of the airfoil is sufficiently high. This also includes the rapid time variation of the 
boundary layer on a horizontal length scale of 0(1). On the strong interaction length, 
though, it may be possible for short time scale modes to appear that result in an in­
teraction with the high frequency inviscid term. The important question is whether 
this is physically realistic. For this reason the asymptotics of the viscous-inviscid 
interaction on the strong interaction length scale is analyzed, and as will be seen, 
two physically possible structures can be found. In neither of these does the high 
frequency inviscid term appear at leading order. The implications of this finding will 
be discussed later. 
In the derivation of the governing equation of the inviscid region, expansions 
compatible with those defined in equations 2.2 are used. Density, x and y velocities 
are expanded, 
P' 2 
p — ~ 1 + tp\ -f e /92 + • * • 
Poo 
u* 2 U = ~ 1 + eyiz + G V?2a; + ' ' ' 
^oo 
V'  2 
V — — ~ tifxy + e V52y + • • •• 
^ OO 
An expression for the density in terms of velocity potential is derived in Appendix 
A. The second order nonlinear term in the density expansion involving is the 
largest order term necessary to model normal shocks. This expression along with the 
velocity expansions above is used in the nondimensional continuity equation to obtain 
at successive orders the governing equation for unsteady irrotational compressible 
flow, 
0(e) : — 2M^(pixt  + + f lyy  = 0 > 
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O(e^) : —M^ip2t t  — 2M^<^2x< + + ^ 2yy = 
1 ~ (2 — 7) [yiryizf + <^lx^\xx] 
(2.15) 
~^to (2 — 7) + ^ \x'^\xt 
+'^l t^ \xx]  + Ml^[ip\ t '^ \xx  + ' iVlx^lxx + 2v?lyV'l!/< + 
' ^^ ly^lxy 4" ^Ix^lxt  4" ^ Ix 'Plyy 4" V'liVlyy] 
In both equations, /3  ^ = 1 — All nonlinear terms are second order in these 
equations. The assumption, however, is typically made in transonic analysis that as 
the local Mach number M —> 1, eM^ [3 + (7 - 1)] The 
This is the form solved in the numerical studies to follow. Finally, if Moo ~ 1, this 
can be written 
The approach used in the derivation of this equation has been heuristic at this point 
and is certainly insufficient from a strict asymptotic point of view. It is instructive 
to do a more rigorous analysis of this problem: to ascertain the point at which the 
various terms enter. This has been done in Appendix B with the help of the redefined 
quantities, 
leading order equation becomes 
[3 - (2 - 7) Viz} ^ \xx + Viyy 
~ a; + + ej(^2 + • • • , x = ,  y  -  6 t)  ,  t  = er r ,  u;  = .  
The results of that analysis are summarized here: 
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1) At 0(1) < Cr < e w < 1, (i.e. low frequency) and with the length scales 
0(6^/^) < X < 0(1), 0(e^/^) < y < 0{e~^^^) the leading order governing equation is, 
= [-f^o — (? + 1) yi(] . (2.16) 
All other terms in the potential equation are at smaller order within this range. The 
velocity ranges for these scales, defining U~ 1 + ui and V~ vi are 0(e^/^) < ui < 
(9(e^/®) and 0(e) < vi < 0(e^/®). In this time scale range a linear problem would be 
steady at leading order governed by the Laplace equation. 
2) At Ct = 1, and with x  ~ 0(1),?/ ~ 0(1) the leading order problem is, 
v'ITT + y'l^T = yi7)r), 
assuming that Moo 1 in the correct way. This equation is linear. When x  ~  
0(e^/^), y ~ 0(e^/^) the leading order equation is 2.16 again. All other terms in the 
potential equation are at smaller order. The velocity scales for this shorter length 
problem are ui ~ 0(e^/^) and ui ~ 0(e^/^). 
3) At Cr « 1, with the length scales 0(e) < x  <  0(e^^®), 0(e) < y  <  0(e^/®), 
the governing equation at leading order is equation 2.16. This is a time scale in 
which the boundary condition has a high frequency (w > 1) component, but the 
length scale is such that the governing equation and boundary condition are domi­
nated by the low frequency and steady terms. The velocity ranges for these scales, 
are 0(e^/^) < ui < 0(1) and 0(e) < ui < 0(1). As the frequency increases the 
unsteady boundary condition approaches the steady component in order, the second 
time derivative approaches the first time derivative at leading order, and e^ —> e. 
4) At Cr << 1, with the length scales x  <  0(e), y  <  0(e), the velocity ranges 
are at Ux > 0(1) and vi > 0(1) and there is a complete breakdown of the expansion 
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and thin airfoil assumption. 
An important consequence of this analysis is that at the order e^- = 6 = e. = e . 
at which both time terms enter, there is the expected breakdown in this expansion 
and equation since Ui ~ 0(1). v, ~ 0(1). Secondly, when the problem is driven 
at scales e^- ~ 0(1) and 0(1) < Cr < the second derivative of time will 
nlwni js  be a second order  correct ion to the leading low frequency equation. Finally, 
when (:( = 0(1) and ev = 0(1) both unsteady terms enter at leading order while the 
nonlinear terms are all second order. The unsteady problems that are possible as 
-\/x —> 1 are illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
2.8. Two Unsteady Transonic Triple Decks 
We are now in a position to state the unsteady transonic triple deck scales. There 
are .in fact, two possible height scales in which the structure satisfies the criteria of 
a triple deck. These will be taken in order. In the first, the transonic main and 
lower decks remain steady while the upper deck is unsteady. This is in contrast with 
the unsteady triple deck at other Mach number regimes. This fact is easily seen by 
looking at the horizontal length scale of the region, at with e = Re~^/-. From 
the analysis above the nonl inear  low frequency equation governs the inviscid region 
and the leading order boundary condition is steady. For the first triple deck we have 
for upper deck scales (see Ryzhov [104]). 
. r -  =  x;  ( l  +  .  
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Two allowable unsteady 
transonic free interaction 
scales 
Figure 2.2: Unsteady inviscid problem scales 
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f- = (rj./r;) i +.... 
w i t h  
u"/(% - 1 + . r"/r; - 0(e^/") . 
The inviscid governing equation is. 
rlri = ( A'o - (l + 1) -Kir) rlrr + -
It can easily be verified from an analysis of the boundary layer, that at this time scale 
the main and lower decks are steady. This is consistent with the observations made 
above. The Prandtl transposed laminar boundary layer ec^uations are used with the 
appropriate boundary conditions. The lower deck scales and equations are. 
•r" = x;  (l + . 
. r'/r;:, - . p - . 
and 
mix 4" — Pt  y y * "H — 0 . 
The boundary conditions are, as x —> —oc. u —> y.  —» 0. .\s y —+ oc. 
I l  —'•,'/ + .4( .r. t  )  .  
possible solution of this problem when the outer flow has a Mach number greater 
than one everywhere is presented in Appendix C. 
The purpose is not to solve this problem, but indicate the nature of a transonic 
separation and to point out some of the limitations of this structure for the larger 
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problem at hand. First, the separation modeled by this structure consists of a quasi-
steady separated boundary layer with an unsteady inviscid flow on top. The steady 
boundary layer equations verify the picture obtained earlier for high frequency flows 
at 0(1) > Cr > 0(e) , for length scales at which the low frequency equation (i.e. 
having only (pxt as the unsteady term) is leading order. Secondly, the model discussed 
above is clearly inadequate alone. With the high frequency term included there is the 
possibility of high frequency modes that are not compatible with a separation which 
could potentially initiate unstable interaction. Beyond this, however, on an order 
one length scale, the high frequency term clearly can become naturally important in 
the interaction, and should be retained. Finally, it is clear from this analysis that 
the type of unsteady evolution of a boundary layer toward departure, as discussed by 
Smith, is not permissible with this structure. If any time varying instability occurs 
, it will occur in the outer flow. This may have something to do with the high 
frequency shock oscillation so commonly associated with the interaction of a shock 
with a separated boundary layer. A summary of the significant scales and equations 
is shown schematically in Figure 2.3. 
The second unsteady transonic triple deck structure is at the time and length 
scale at which the viscous sub layer becomes unsteady. See Ryzhov [104] for more 
detail on this structure. At this time scale, we have for upper deck scales, 
X- = %; (l + , 
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0(Re'^^^® ) 






Figure 2.3: Unsteady triple deck, steady viscous sub-layer 
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with 
The inviscid governing equation is, 
^Pixt  = Ko^ixx + d'^  i f  Idyl  .  
It can easily be verified from an analysis of the boundary layer, that at this time scale 
the main deck is steady while the lower deck is unsteady. This, and the fact that the 
inviscid flow is linear here and nonlinear in the other triple deck, is the significant 
difference between the two. The lower deck scales and equations are, 
, p - 0(6"/») , 
and 
Ut + UUx + VUy = -Px -^-Uyy , Uj: + Wj, ^  ^ " 
The boundary conditions are, as x —>• —oo, u —* y, ipu —> 0. As î/ —> oo, 
u  ^  y + A{x, t )  .  
In this case, the separation modeled by this structure admits boundary layer 
eigensolutions just as the unsteady triple deck does at other Mach numbers. This 
suggests the possibility in a transonic flow of stable and unstable modes appearing 
in the viscous sub layer. Boundary layer instability might arise indicating suscepti­
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Figure 2.4; Unsteady triple deck, unsteady viscous sub-layer 
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Figure 2.5 shows a possible application of the two time scales associated with 
the unsteady transonic triple deck to the problem of shock induced oscillatory flows 
generally having shock to trailing edge stall. Note that the high frequency, short 
length scale oscillation of the shock in this model would be associated with the first 
unsteady triple deck time scale, with frequency of In the presence of a 
shock to trailing edge separation this likely produces wake oscillation at this frequency 
that initiates and or interacts with Kelvin-Helmholtz wake instability. The combina­
tion of these eventually results in the large scale shock oscillation that typically has 
frequency that is slightly less than 0(1) depending on the geometry of the problem. 
The third frequency associated with this phenomena is at 0(i2e^/®). This arises from 
viscous sub layer unsteadiness and is likely associated with turbulent transition at 
the shock point. 
2.9. Asymptotic Analysis of the Adiabatic Boundary Layer Energy 
Equation 
In the general case of unsteady adiabatic flow, total enthalpy cannot be consid­
ered constant. Based on the scales outlined earlier, it is possible to state at what 
point the assumption of constant total enthalpy breaks down. Appendix A shows that 
nondimensional total enthalpy and pressure in the inviscid region can be expanded, 
using the scale parameters defined earlier, by 
ho ~ hooo + c/i/ioi + 0{e\). 
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03 - 0(Re^'S 
2/9 
CO ~ 0(Re'^l 
(Unsteady in viscid and viscous 
sublayer) 
(Unsteady inviscid) 
Shock unsteadiness and instability 
Global shock oscillation 
Boundary layer instability 
Transition 
CO -0(1) 
Figure 2.5: Possible physical structure of the SIO problem 
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From a balance of terms in total enthalpy, tk = \ When e? > 1 the total enthalpy 
equation at leading order is hoi = 0, while for ~ 0(1), 
ho\T + hox^ = P\T = TIT + + M^tpiTT • 
At shorter time scales a balance of terms gives, 
hoir — PIT — -^OOVITT 
At ét- < 1 the boundary layer is not isoenthalpic either, as the adiabatic energy 
equation has, 
Ri {Holt  + UiHoix + ViHoiy )  =  Pit  • 
However, differentiation of this equation with respect to Y  eliminates pressure from 
the right hand side, with the result that the boundary layer is isoenthalpic at leading 
order. Finally, at > 1, an adiabatic boundary layer is isoenthalpic and steady at 
leading order. 
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CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL METHOD 
The TSD equation is solved in an approximate factorized form given by, 
[/ - [l - (ESI + FA,(y:V,)] 6"+' 
where 
5"+^ = - y" , 
and 
msw)  =  A- 'ù . t - '  [ESlv"  +  F (y : ) ]  +  S lv ' \  .  
Additional terms show up on the right hand side from the time derivatives depend­
ing on the differencing, in this case second order backward in time. The nonlinear 
coefficient y,. in the term is lagged at the previous time step, making this 
equation formally first order accurate in time. For uniform grid spacing, the spatial 
derivatives for subsonic flow are second order accurate. With grid stretching and 
supersonic flow, they are formally first order accurate. The Enquist-Osher fiow type 
switch [105] is used. For subsonic and supersonic flows this is simply centered and 
upwind differencing. 
The issue of grid stretching is important for unsteady oscillatory flows in which 
accurate solutions are needed over several cycles. Edwards [80] reports the results 
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of Bland stating that excessive grid stretching can corrupt the solution by causing 
artificial wave modifications. This is most severe with the exponentially growing grids 
often used for steady problems. Results show that the distortion can be reflected back 
to the origin from which the disturbance emanated, even when NRBCs are used. This 
can be dangerous when harmonic oscillations are being studied. In view of this, fairly 
light grid stretching is used for the inviscid grid. A quadratic stretching function is 
used that gives continuity of grid spacing at the grid centerline. Beyond these 
measures, no study has been done on the effect of grid stretching. 
For an inviscid flow the thin airfoil boundary conditions are, 
= /:+' + »' y = o, 
on the airfoil surface, and 
A =0 at  2/ = 0, 
in the wake. A( ) is the jump across the wake cut. An additional requirement at 
the wake cut is imposed due to the jump in potential, A((^) = — cp' = T. The 
potential jump is calculated explicitly at the trailing edge, which is then convected 
downstream from that point by a solution of equation 2.14 for That equation 
is finite differenced with a second order two point backward difference. This method 
converges along with the global inviscid solution typically in one to two iterations 
for both inviscid and interacting solutions, and three to four iterations when the 
boundary layer has trailing edge separation. Second order one sided time and spatial 
differencing of the non-reflecting boundary condition [36] imposed at the downstream 
point is used. 
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The Kutta condition in a viscous flow is satisfied by the no slip condition at the 
wall. Matching of the boundary layer edge velocities imposes that condition on the 
inviscid flow. In the computations to follow the only difference at the trailing edge 
and elsewhere on the airfoil is that the upper and lower trailing edge surface slopes 
are averaged. 
Advancement of the inviscid solution by one iteration involving vertical and 
horizontal sweeps is the first step. The boundary layer is next iterated one to two 
times with a quasi-simultaneous coupling of the inviscid and viscous regions using 
the latest value of the potential at the boundary layer edge. Figure 3.1 shows the 
procedure schematically. 
Figure 3.2 shows the locations of the upper and lower boundary layer edges rel­
ative to the inviscid grid. The airfoil and boundary layer are located at the midpoint 
between inviscid grids. In the interacting viscous-inviscid solution, the boundary 
layer and surface slopes replace across those two grids. The upper and lower 
boundary layer velocities, Fg replace a backward differenced y, located at the first 
grid a,bove and below the airfoil. The relations, 
= 1 -K , (3.1) 
and 
1  r  1  /  — / O  r , \  
= — [PeUeOi+i - PeUeSi )- (3.2) 
Pe 
•^{peUeSf^^ — peUeSi )  +  ^(It]  — + fx + ft ,  


















(1 to 2 iterations) 
Figure 3.1: Solution procedure 
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Inviscid grid 
Boundary layer and 
airfoil surface 
Boundary layer grid 
Figure 3.2: Airfoil, boundary layer edge and inviscid grid 
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identifies values from the previous sub-iteration. 
The interaction law is obtained from the complete TSD equation including the 
substitutions of displacement thickness and boundary layer edge velocity Fe identified 
above. In obtaining the interaction law, is currently coupled with the ^ptt + 
A~^B^pxt terms only. The terms involving and are treated explicitly. 
This has not been found critical for the cases done to date, nor has including these 
terms resulted in significantly different convergence behavior or results. 
This can be written in the form 
0.3) 
The terms and contain information from the TSD equation as well as 
, Pe^e^i • The matching condition in differenced form is, 
yn+l _ ^max / yn+l _ yn+l \ _ 
max \ ij max ^ij max —1 ) 
= ({peUe (S+ gj - PeU^ (s+ ^ (3.4) 
The displacement thickness derivative in equation 3.2 is forward differenced and in 
equation 3.4 backward differenced. The substitution of (pUeS)'^'^^ from equation 3.3 
into equation 3.4 results in the implicit solution of displacement thickness at each 
boundary layer station. These relations combined with the continuity, momentum 
and energy equations allow the implicit and simultaneous solution of 0"+^ 
and and (pUeS)"''^^ at the boundary layer edge. The edge condition for the 
boundary layer quantity is derived from the (f-momentum equation. Once the 
boundary layer solution is completed at a location (f,-, equation 3.3 can be used to 
compute the new value of displacement thickness. 
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The boundary layer equations are solved implicitly with a 3 x 3 block-tridiagonal 
solver. If the energy equation were included, 4x4 blocks would be solved. Blocks 
are inverted with a Gauss-Jordan routine that includes pivoting. The x-derivatives 
are first order backward differenced. Separations are handled by first order explicit 
forward differencing of the x—derivative of F in the momentum equation. This 
has been found to be stable up to massive separation. The derivative in the 
continuity equation has backward differencing and first order switched differencing 
in the momentum equation. 
The key to convergence of this method with the high frequency TSD equation 
is the addition of a pseudo time derivative, in equation 3.2, patterned after the for­
mulation of Davis. In its absence, solutions rapidly diverge when the boundary layer 
separates. The necessity of this expedient or some form of explicit smoothing may 
reflect, as discussed in the last chapter, the fundamental incompatibility of the high 
frequency TSD equation with a strong interaction region. The differencing of the 
pseudo time derivative is done in a manner similar to that of Davis [94] in which a 
wave equation for displacement thickness enhances upstream influence of the bound­
ary layer displacement thickness. This ensures that the primary upstream viscous 
interaction occurs through the boundary layer displacement thickness rather than 
the high frequency inviscid equation. This mechanism is essential for convergence of 
supersonic and hypersonic boundary layers where the problem is ill posed otherwise. 
In the case of subsonic flow with the high frequency term present, the asymptotic 
structure of a strong interaction requires this upstream viscous displacement inter­
action to maintain the proper asymptotics. Primary upstream interaction by the 
high frequency inviscid equation would result in catastrophic failure, for the reasons 
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discussed earlier. 
Iteration of the boundary layer and inviscid solutions advances the solution to 
time step n + 1 with convergence being achieved when the term 0. If 
the solutions have not converged to a set criteria, the entire procedure is repeated. 
Typically 1-4 iterations of the boundary layer are required, depending on whether it 
is attached or separated, and 8-10 when massively separated. 1-3 iterations of the 
inviscid region are usually required. It has been found that this procedure is robust 
for unsteady flows having deep separation. Convergence histories for selected cases 
will be shown in the next chapter. 
Solution of the boundary layer for the large scale problems studied here has 
necessitated extensive grid stretching vertically in the boundary layer. A geometric 
progression from a minimum vertical grid spacing AT/ at the wall is done. It has been 
found that quite massive grid spacing in the outer reaches of the boundary layer is 
possible if reverse grid stretching beyond the point of maximum spacing, to a small 
AT/ at the outer edge, is done. This precludes the possibility of inconsistency of the 
finite differenced boundary layer equations if AT/ > 1 were the case at the edge, in 
the presence of minor gradients arising from the outer edge interaction. However, 
even when this is not the case, care must be taken that there is not excessive grid 
stretching where the boundary layer profile has large gradients. For that reason fairly 
conservative stretching is used for the cases computed here. 
The calculation of the viscous and inviscid wakes is important for an accurate 
evaluation of lift, moment and drag for steady cases, especially when separation is 
present. Displacement of the inviscid flow at and beyond the trailing edge due to 
a wake eddy and its closure downstream largely determine the viscous drag. Lift 
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and moment are strongly influenced by the viscous wake displacement and even 
to some extent the curvature. In addition moment and lift hysteresis for pitching 
and oscillation airfoils require accurate treatment of the unsteady vortex shedding 
and the effect of separation on circulation reversal. A steady viscous wake can be 
handled with a full viscous-inviscid interaction throughout the wake, with pressure 
continuity across the wake ensured by the steady condition, r(a:) = const. , and 
yupper _ yiower ^ ^ > Xtraii • In the case of pitching and oscillating airfoils the problem 
is complicated by unsteady circulation convecting from the trailing edge resulting 
in an unsteady pressure continuity condition. Equation 2.14 must be solved for the 
convection of trailing edge vorticity downstream, and as a condition ensuring pressure 
continuity. The matching condition, and the interaction law ensure mciss continuity 
across the boundary layer edge. Finally, the condition = 0 at rf = 0, ensures 
mass continuity at the viscous wake center line for the Prandtl transposed boundary 
layer equations. In principle, it is possible to solve all these equations to obtain the 
information necessary to specify the viscous and inviscid wakes in a physically correct 
manner. However, in practice, the unsteady interacting boundary layer wake has been 
found to be subject to vortex sheet instability. For this reason, a formulation is used 
that decouples the inviscid flow region from the viscous wake beyond the trailing 
edge, while the viscous wake continues to be driven by the inviscid vortex convection 
and wake cut velocities. This does not deal correctly with the effect of the viscous 
displacement on the inviscid flow beyond the trailing edge, and so, will not give the 
correct separated wake closure or drag. It does, however, obtain in a stable manner, 
the time accurate effect of circulation on the boundary layer wake for cases well into 
the stall regime. If the wake separation does not extend too far beyond the trailing 
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edge, this result should be reasonably correct. 
The inviscid wake is treated beyond the trailing edge as if the viscous wake were 
not present. Mass continuity across the wake cut is maintained by the condition, 
A (y^) = 0, while pressure continuity is pbtained from equation 2.14. The potential 
jump =(/?" — </?' is incorporated in the differencing of the TSD equation at the 
grids just above and below the wake cut. 
In the viscous wake, the interaction law and matching condition are solved as 
usual. This is identical to the interaction over the airfoil, except for the decoupling of 
the inviscid wake. Because the boundary edge flow does not drive the inviscid flow in 
the wake, an additional boundary layer step is required to ensure that both the upper 
and lower Ug and u(a;,0,^) due to the boundary layer, match that of the inviscid flow 
at the wake cut. This is done by solving for the wake center line height, After 
the wake boundary layer is solved, and a new displacement thickness is obtained, 
equation 3.3 from the upper and lower boundary layer edges, with the substitution 
of for gives the correct viscous wake slope imposed by the inviscid 
velocity at the wake cut. From this expression and a backward differencing of the 
wake center line slope the wake center line height can be found. In practice it 
has been found that a pseudo-time derivative of wake center line height, identical to 
that used for displacement thickness is necessary for convergence. The pseudo-time 
derivative also ensures that the center line location is converged to a solution at the 
same iterative rate as the displacement thickness. The equation is written, 
= A A - Ci - D, , 
where Di = Re^^'^Ar, the tilde represents the value at the previous iteration, and 
A[ ] represents the jump across the wake. The value of AT is the same as that used 
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in updating the displacement thickness. The term C,- contains the center line slope 
which is backward differenced. The boundary condition for this equation is, then, 
fittaii — fitraii- This has the essential nature of a wave equation for center line height, 
which convects disturbances downstream from the trailing edge. The convergence 
history generally follows that of displacement thickness which does not appear to be 
appreciably slowed by this step. The next chapter will present computational results 
using this method. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS 
The results are divided into three general types: studies comparing results with 
experimental data for oscillating and pitching airfoils having light or no separation, 
solutions for oscillating airfoils experiencing light stall, and self-induced oscillatory 
cases. Cases for oscillating NACA 0012 and NACA 64A006 airfoils are summarized 
in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. These range from lightly separated to cases having light shock 
to trailing edge stall. The third set, summarized in Table 4.3, is for the 18% circular 
arc airfoil. In cases 1-6 and 8-10 turbulent calculations are done to allow comparison 
with experiment. Case 7 is for a pitching airfoil with a separated laminar boundary 
layer. 
Unsteady computations for cases 1-7 are started from a converged steady state 
solution. The steady solutions are obtained from an uninitialized inviscid and flat 
plate laminar boundary layer. The airfoil thickness and angle of attack are ramped 
up in 100 time steps. The interacting viscous-inviscid solution is then converged to 
a steady state starting point for the oscillatory computations. 
Oscillation occurs for all cases about the quarter chord point. The angles are 
related by, a = a^. -i-ao sin(26(). Reduced frequency k is based on semi-chord. Com­
parison of results for cases 1-4 of the NACA 0012 airfoil is made with experiment 
and for case 1 with Navier-Stokes results. The NACA 0012 cases 5-6 have light shock 
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Table 4.1: NACA 0012 oscillating airfoil cases 
Case Moo i2e(X10-®) k am{Deg. )  ao{Deg. )  C' l s teady  
1 0.599 4.8 0.081 4.86 2.44 0.62 
2 0.601 4.8 0.081 3.16 4.59 0.40 
3 0.755 5.5 0.081 0.02 2.51 0.031 
4 0.599 4.8 0.081 2.89 2.41 0.37 
5 0.700 4.8 0.081 4.86 1.84 0.68 
6 0.700 4.8 0.162 4.86 1.84 0.68 
Table 4.2: NACA 64A006 oscillating airfoil case 
Case Moo i2e(X10-®) k am{Deg. )  ao{Beg . )  Cts teady  
7 0.600 1.0 0.05 0.00 20.00 0.00 
Table 4.3: 18 percent circular arc airfoil cases 
Case Moo Re{XlO-^)  
8 0.760 10.0 
9 0.773 10.0 
10 0.780 10.0 
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induced stall over a significant portion of the cycle, and illustrate the stability of the 
present method in modeling massive unsteady separation. Convergence histories at 
several representative time steps for these stalled cases are shown. Experimental data 
for similar shock-stalled oscillating airfoil cases is available (see Davis and Malcolm 
[13]), but IBL results, to the author's knowledge, have not yet been presented for 
such cases. Finally, comparisons of results with the C-S and B-L turbulence mod­
els are presented for cases 1 and 5-6 which illustrate the sensitivity of shock stalled 
oscillatory flows to the turbulence model used. 
The second set of computations is for a NACA 64A006 airfoil with a laminar 
boundary layer at Moo = 0.60. The flow is initially brought to a steady state at 
a = 0°. The airfoil is then pitched upward. While the motion is actually sinusoidal 
oscillation, the amplitude and reduced frequency have been set to approximate a 
constant pitch rate in the range 0 —> 8 degrees. Through this range the airfoil 
proceeds from having separation that extends well into the wake, to stall over most 
of the airfoil. This case illustrates the stability of the method for a laminar boundary 
layer. 
The third set of results (cases 8-10 in Table 4.3) is for the 18% circular showing 
SIO. The C-S turbulence model is used for these cases. Results presented show 
that the current method obtains the self-induced oscillation quite accurately. The 
oscillation frequency and pressure coefficient amplitude are essentially identical to the 
experiment. The frequency dependence on Mach number is shown for these results. 
The meaning of these results will be discussed in more detail in the next sections. 
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4.1. NACA 0012 Airfoil 
Comparisons of coarse, medium and fine grid Cn and Cm versus a for case 1 are 
shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The B-L model is used in this comparison. Moment 
coefficients for all the cases to follow are about the quarter chord. The coarse inviscid 
grid has dimension 132X140 , with 32 grids across the airfoil. The medium inviscid 
grid has dimension 170X140, with 50 grids across the airfoil. There are 80 grids 
across the airfoil for the fine grid, with total dimension 210X200. For all grids the 
horizontal spacing is nearly constant across the airfoil. There are ±30 chord lengths 
above and below, and ±14 chords ahead of and downstream of the airfoil for all grids. 
The inviscid grid aspect ratio at the airfoil surface {Ay/Ax) is 1.5 for all the following 
cases unless otherwise specified. The fine inviscid grid has the same total extent as 
the coarse grid. The combined upper and lower boundary layer grid for cases 1-4 has 
dimension 45X160 for the coarse grid, 68X160 for the medium grid calculations and 
97X160 for the fine grid. For the shock stalled cases 5, 6 and 7, the total vertical 
extent of the boundary layer grid rises to more than 300 depending on the depth of 
the stall. In each of these cases the vertical extent of the rectangular boundary layer 
grid is determined by the maximum thickness of the boundary layer. The boundary 
layer vertical grid spacing At/ is 0.06 at the wall for all the cases to follow. Geometric 
grid stretching away from the wall is done in the boundary layer. Clustering of the 
boundary layer grid at the outer edge by reverse geometric stretching is done down to 
an spacing of 0.07 at the outer edge. There is a single boundary layer streamwise grid 
point for each streamwise inviscid grid point over the airfoil and wake. Downstream 
of the trailing edge the grid is rapidly stretched. There does not appear to be any 
stability constraint on grid stretching in the viscous wake. The viscous wake extends 
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a half to one chord downstream from the trailing edge depending on the grid. The 
time step in each of these cases is set equal to the stream wise grid spacing across 
the airfoil. At a reduced frequency of 0.081, with this time step 2100 time steps per 
airfoil cycle were required using the medium grid. This number of time steps per 
cycle was used for both the lightly separated and the shock-induced light stall cases. 
At k = 0.162 the light stall case required 1050 time steps per cycle for this grid. 
The normal force coefficient in Figure 4.1 shows only slight variation between 
the two finer grids while the moment coefficient shows sensitivity to grid spacing 
even for these grids. Both the medium and fine grids show the start of trailing edge 
and shock separation, although the fine grid result gives slightly deeper separation 
in both places. The coarse grid shows only marginal separation. Based on these 
results and computational results of others for this case, the medium grid appears to 
be minimally adequate for the marginally separated cases. An additional grid study 
will be done for the shock stalled cases which shows the sensitivity of the solution to 
even the finest grids. 
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 present comparisons of case 1 for the present viscous calcu­
lations using the fine grid with an inviscid solution, thin layer Navier-Stokes (TLNS) 
results from Ref. [75], and NASA experimental data. These results are again done 
with the B-L turbulence model. Normal force coefficient compares very well between 
the two sets of computational results, with the present results actually slightly closer 
to experiment. Moment coefficient from the present computations does not compare 
as well with experiment as that from the TLNS results of Ref. [75]. This may be due 
to better resolution of the TLNS grid in the leading edge region than that used in the 
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Figure 4.4: Cm versus a, comparisons for case 1 
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the sensitivity of the moment to grid resolution. 
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show Cn and Cm versus a for this case using the present 
inviscid code and CAP-TSD using the classical TSD equation without the shock 
corrections. This computation was done in the attempt to determine reasons for the 
discrepancy in moment coefficient shown in Figure 4.4. As can be seen, the results 
compare very well. While this does not explain the results it does at least confirm that 
the difference in moment is a legitimate part of the solution. Whether the difference 
is due to poor leading edge resolution, violation of the thin airfoil assumption, or due 
to a poor solution of the shock location or strength is not clear. Additional discussion 
on this point will be made with regard to case 3. 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 present comparisons of force and moment data using the fine 
grid for case 2 between the present inviscid and viscous computations and experiment. 
The B-L turbulence model is used in the viscous computations. These results show 
the normal force coefficient to be close to experiment. The moment coefficient still 
does not compare well but is closer than that of the last case. 
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show force and moment results for case 3 using the fine 
grid, compared with experiment. The B-L turbulence model is also used for this 
comparison. The normal force coefficient for this case is somewhat at variance from 
experiment. The moment coefficient is closer than in previous cases. Although not 
shown here, the results of Howlett [67] using an interacting boundary layer with the 
same TSD equation , are very close to the present computed results. The calculations 
of Howlett were done with the classical TSD equation without shock vorticity and 
entropy corrections. That inviscid code is identical to the version of CAP-TSD used 
in the presently computed comparisons shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. More recent 
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Figure 4.8: Cm versus a, comparisons for case 2 
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results of Hewlett [71] for this case with generally the same grid resolution, and that 
include the shock corrections of the newer CAP-TSD, are very close to experiment. 
Euler results also tend to be very close to experiment for this case. These comparisons 
tend to support the suspicion that the difference between the present results and 
experiment is due to shock strength and/or location poorly predicted by the classical 
TSD equation. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 present results for case 4. These results show 
similar difficulty in predicting the moment. 
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 present comparisons for case 1 of C„ and Cm versus a 
for the medium grid using the C-S and the B-L turbulence models. Results due 
to the two models are very close for this Ccise, but with the C-S model showing a 
slightly lower normal force coefficient at higher angles of attack. This set of results 
will be taken up again, as similar turbulence model comparisons are made for the 
light shock-induced stalled cases. 
Figures 4.15-4.26 present results for oscillating airfoils experiencing light shock-
induced stall. These are cases 5 and 6 discussed above. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 
present grid resolution studies for case 5 with the C-S turbulence model. Previous 
computational studies done with the current IBL method for these cases indicate that 
convergence to a steady state oscillatory solution is much slower for these stalled cases 
than when the flow is unseparated or lightly separated. After three airfoil cycles the 
flow had not entirely converged to a steady state cyclic solution. Also, the behavior of 
the flow, especially as it passes through the stalled portion of the cycle, is extremely 
sensitive to the extent to which the steady state starting solution had been converged. 
In order to make as direct a comparison as possible the starting solutions for the two 
turbulence models are converged through approximately the same number of time 
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Figure 4.14: Cm versus a, turbulence model comparison, case 1 
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steps, and the airfoil taken through one cycle. The grid comparisons of Figures 4.15 
and 4.16 show that this case has not converged by the fine grid. This is compared 
with near complete convergence of the marginally separated case 1 for this grid. In 
addition, difficulty was encountered computing case 5 with the B-L turbulence model 
with the fine grid. The fine grid solution with this turbulence model stalled much 
more deeply than the same grid with the C-S model. Also, as the maximum point 
of stall occured in the B-L solution the shock showed the tendency to move beyond 
the maximum thickness point on the airfoil toward the leading edge. This, and an 
instability in the stall region causing a complete breakdown of the computations, 
apparently were due to the way the B-L turbulence model has been implimented 
here. It is likely that additional grid resolution will present more difficulties of this 
kind. 
The inviscid grid used for a comparison of turbulence models is accordingly the 
medium grid with the exception that the aspect ratio of the inviscid grid at the airfoil 
surface {Ay/Ax) is 2 rather than 1.5. Stability of the coupling appears to be enhanced 
with the larger inviscid grid aspect ratio at the coupling point. It was found that the 
smaller aspect ratio grid was not stable for the massively separated cases. It is clear 
that this medium grid is not adequately refined for such deeply separated flows. The 
purpose here is to show the stability of the present interacting boundary layer method 
for oscillating airfoils experiencing light stall, and also to illustrate computationally 
the sensitivity of such flows to the turbulence model used. It is believed this can be 
done with the grid being used. The combined upper and lower boundary layer grid 
has dimension 68X390 for cases 5 and 6. This added number of grids is required in 
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number of grids and height are used in the normal direction within the boundary 
layer. 
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the force and moment coefficients through one com­
plete airfoil oscillation cycle for case 5. The C„ plot clearly shows the effect of the 
shock separation in stalling lift at higher angles of attack. At the mean angle of 
attack for steady flow the shock has a small separation bubble, but the trailing edge 
is attached. Just before the peak lift, as the shock separation deepens, separation 
appears at the trailing edge. As the shock moves aft and the lift continues to in­
crease, the two separations grow in size. At the point of maximum aft shock location 
and maximum lift, the trailing edge and shock separations rapidly coalesce into a 
single very shallow shock to trailing edge separation. At this point the separation is 
reminiscent of the shallow dynamic stall observed in the experimental data of Shih, 
Lourenco, Van Dommelen and Krothapalli [5]. The separation at this point, although 
covering most of the airfoil, only appears to the outer flow as a thickening boundary 
layer. However, as the shock moves forward the separation deepens, and the lift 
begins to decrease. Boundary layer departure from the surface begins to occur at 
some point; however, prior to the time at which the shock reaches its most forward 
separated location, the separation depth begins to decrease again. This occurs before 
the lift coefficient reaches full stall. Shortly after the lift fully stalls, the shock to 
trailing edge separation completes its collapse and rapidly divides into shock and 
trailing edge separations. In Figure 4.17, this event occurs as the lift is rapidly 
regained, and the relatively unseparated lift hysteresis resumes. Figures 4.19 and 
4.20 show the normal force and moment coefficients for the same conditions (case 
6) as for that shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 (case 5), except that the oscillation 
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frequency is doubled. The same shock separation growth and collapse occurs for this 
case with the same general features as discussed above. The difference in this case is 
that the shock-induced stall is less deep and is spread out over more of the cycle than 
previously. The full shock-stall actually does not occur until the minimum angle of 
attack has been nearly reached. At both frequencies, k = 0.081 and k = 0.162, there 
is a significant difference observed in the force and moment coefficients between the 
results obtained with the C-S and the B-L turbulence models. The greatest difference 
is observed, however, at the lowest frequency. 
Figures 4.21-4.23 show the separation extent and shock location as a function 
of the circular angle 6 = 2kt for case 5. The dynamic shock-stall development can 
be clearly identified from these plots. The important result to note here is the rather 
dramatic difference in the shock motion during stall and the difference in rapidity 
of reattachment after stall, between the two turbulence models. There is a rapid 
and deep secondary oscillation during stall when the B-L model is used that is not 
nearly as pronounced when the C-S model is used. The results using the B-L model 
also shows a much more rapid reattachment than those from the other model. This 
behavior appears in the force coefficient plot by the more rapid return to an unstalled 
lift in the B-L results. Figure 4.23 shows that this dramatic difference in behavior 
due to turbulence modeling appears when shock-induced stall occurs. The shock 
location for the case at Moo = 0.599 (case 1 with force and moment data shown 
in Figures 4.13-4.14), is obtained using the C-S and the B-L turbulence models. 
This case is only marginally separated and the resulting shock locations are nearly 
identical. At Moo = 0.700 (case 5), however, the two models produce much different 
unsteady shock behavior during the stalled part of the cycle. Away from the time in 
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which stall occurs, the two give nearly identical shock location for this case as well. 
Figures 4.24-4.29 show iso-Mach contours and boundary layer streamlines at 
several stalled points for case 5 computed with the fine grid. The first point in time 
(Figures 4.24-4.25) is near the point of maximum stall. The second (Figures 4.26-
4.27) is just after, as the separation is starting to collapse, while at the third (Fig­
ures 4.28-4.29) point in time, the separation has nearly completely collapsed. The 
shock to trailing edge separation is clearly seen in these figures. The depth of the 
stall is nearly at its maximum of approximately 2-3% of the airfoil chord. It must be 
noted that this relatively small depth of the separation is largely due to the algebraic 
turbulence models used in these results. The waviness in the boundary layer sepa­
ration is due to oscillation of the shock. This is an interesting effect that was only 
observed when this case was done with the fine grid. The medium and coarse grid 
results were entirely smooth. In this result, the shock unsteadiness resulted in an os­
cillating separation, that diffused down stream from that point, of sufficient strength 
that alternating separation and reattachment moves well into the main stall region. 
Finally the effect of circulation convecting from the trailing edge on the boundary 
layer wake is also visible in these figures. Figure 4.30 shows the convergence history 
of the trailing edge displacement thickness between time steps at several representa­
tive times for case 5. An unseparated boundary layer takes 1 to 2 sub-iterations to 
converge. In the presence of light trailing edge or shock separation, 3-4 sub-iterations 
are necessary, while for massive shock to trailing edge separation, 6-11 sub-iterations 
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Figure 4.24: IsoMach lines at t = 10.8, case 5 
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Figure 4.25: Boundary layer streamlines at t = 10.8, case 5 
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Figure 4.26: IsoMach lines at t = 12.15, case 5 
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Figure 4.27; Boundary layer streamlines at t = 12.15, case 5 
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Figure 4.28: IsoMach lines at t = 13.5, case 5 
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Figure 4.30: Convergence history at representative times, case 5 
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4.4. NACA 64A006 Airfoil 
This set of computations is for a NACA 64A006 airfoil at Moo = 0.60, and a 
Reynolds number of 10® (case 7 in Table 4.2). The medium grid is used here. The 
boundary layer grid has total dimension 80X500. This vertical extent is necessary to 
contain the depth of the separation (which eventually reaches the airfoil thickness) 
and to ensure that with grid stretching, the maximum grid spacing is less than 1. 
The grid spacing at the wall is 0.06. The maximum boundary layer height used in 
this case \s t] = 75. 
The airfoil was brought to a steady state solution at a = 0°. Figure 4.31 
shows Mach contour lines and boundary layer streamlines for the converged steady 
state solution. Separation of the steady state laminar boundary layer occurs from 
x/c ~ 0.58 over the airfoil to x/c ~ 1.22 in the wake. The separation for this and 
the unsteady results following were treated with first order forward differencing of 
the convective derivative in the momentum equation with no other approximations 
needed. In converging to a steady state solution the wake location was fixed at 
fwake = 0. This was done not because the wake computation was clearly unstable, 
but because there appeared to be a slow drift of the wake location when the reversed 
flow entered the wake. This behavior has not been observed in any of the turbulent 
results, although none of the steady turbulent results to this date have had wake 
separation, except the SIO case to be discussed in the next section. To return to the 
present case, this drift caused a slight asymmetry to show up in the solution which, 
while not diverging very rapidly, was not damping out. It is possible the solution 
was starting toward wake oscillation, but this has not been confirmed. After a steady 
state solution was reached, the airfoil was pitched upward with a sinusoidal motion 
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given by, a = 20sin(.lZ). This was done so that a relatively constant rate pitch 
would occur over the angle of attack range from 0 —>• 8°. The time step for the pitch 
up solution was Ai = 0.005. 
Figures 4.32-4.37 show Mach contours and boundary layer streamlines for suc­
cessive times during this pitch up. While these results show that grid refinement of 
this cases is necessary, several features none the less stand out. First, the steady 
state wake separation appears to break up rapidly after the start of pitch up into 
several pockets of vorticity that convect downstream from the trailing edge. This 
can be seen in the first boundary layer streamline plot in Figure 4.32. The deflec­
tion of the boundary layer wake center line in the presence of wake separation can 
also be seen in these figures. As the airfoil pitches upward, the separation on the 
lower side disappears, as the upper surface separation depth grows. The point of up­
per surface separation moves forward with pitch up, eventually reaching x/c w 0.32 
at o; = 5.91°. Although not evident in the first several times, the boundary layer 
streamlines at o: = 5.91° show clear evidence of localization of vortex structures in 
the separated wake over the airfoil. This is most evident from the plot of wall shear 
in Figure 4.38. This sort of separation waviness is seen over the entire pitch up se­
quence, and becomes stronger as the separation deepens. Finally Figures 4.39-4.42 
show the velocity profile at several points from mid chord to the trailing edge for the 
last time step. 
Computations were carried out about hundred time steps beyond the point last 
shown in these figures. The results beyond this point show the growing tendency of 
vortex individualization. The number of maximum allowed boundary layer iterations 
during this period was increased from 10 to 16 per time step. This was just sufficient 
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Figure 4.31: Steady laminar boundary layer streamlines and Mach contours 
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Figure 4.32: Laminar boundary layer streamlines, case 7, a = 1.997° 
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Figure 4.33: Mach contours, case 7, a = 1.997' 
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Figure 4.34: Laminar boundary layer streamlines, case 7 ,  a  =  3.97° 
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Figure 4.35: Mach contours, case 7, a = 3.97° 
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Figure 4.36: Laminar boundary layer streamlines, case 7 ,  a  =  5.91° 
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Figure 4.38: Upper boundary layer wall shear, case 7 
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Figure 4.39: Boundary layer velocity profiles, case 7, a = 5.91° 
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Figure 4.40: Boundary layer velocity profiles, case 7, a = 5.91° 
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Figure 4.41: Boundary layer velocity profiles, case 7, a = 5.91° 
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Figure 4.42: Boundary layer velocity profiles, case 7, a = 5.91° 
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to converge the boundary layer as the leading separation move ahead of x/c ~ 0.3 and 
as the separation continued to break up. There is also apparently the initial evidence 
of the limitation of the boundary layer and thin airfoil assumptions in Figure 4.36, 
by the streamline discontinuity at the trailing edge. This becomes more pronounced 
at higher angles of attack. Shortly after an angle of attack of 6.5 the computations 
broke down, as the separation exceeded the extent of the computational domain and 
the ability of the solver to handle it. 
4.3. Circular Arc Airfoil 
The 18% circular arc airfoil cases 8-10 are done at a Reynolds number of 10,000,000 
at several different Mach numbers within or at the upper edge of the unsteady envelop 
of McDevitt et al. [106]. Grid resolution studies were done for case 9, to assess the 
effect of grid on the solutions. Solutions with grid spacing of = 0.02, = 0.015 
and = 0.01 across the airfoil have been for this case. It has been found that 
the self-oscillation begins to grow to any significant degree for the second grid, and 
grows more quickly with even more grid refinement. Frequency does not appear to 
be significantly affected by horizontal grid spacing beyond the minimum necessary 
to produce oscillation. In order to minimize the run times necessary, the third of 
these grids was used in the studies to follow without further refinement. The effect 
of the FLARE approximation was also assessed for case 9, in part to determine its 
eifect on the solution and also to assess stability of the computational method with 
and without the FLARE approximation. It was found the solution method is stable 
in either case. There was, however, an effect on the amplitude and frequency of the 
oscillation. The first set of results to be reported is a solution of case 9 using the 
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FLARE approximation. 
The results for case 9 with FLARE are shown in Figures 4.43-4.51. This case 
is done at Moo = 0.773, and Re = 10,000,000, and is near the upper Mach number 
boundary at which the self-induced oscillation amplitude in the experimental data of 
McDevitt et al. [106] is at a peak. The incompressible C-S turbulence model is used 
on a 170X140 inviscid grid and 110X520 total boundary layer grid. There are 95 
grids across the airfoil. This corresponds to the fine grid discussed above, with slight 
grid stretching toward the trailing edge. The boundary layer grid spacing at the wall 
is 0.06. The FLARE approximation is used in separated regions for this case. The 
time step is 0.01. The solution is started at T = 0 at an uninitialized inviscid solution 
and a flat plate boundary layer. The airfoil is ramped up in 100 time steps. After the 
full scale oscillation developed 2-6 sub-iterations were necessary for boundary layer 
convergence to a trailing edge normalized variation in displacement thickness of 10"^ 
Figure 4.43 shows the lift coefficient as a function of nondimensional time. 
Asymmetry in the solution develops almost immediately. It becomes significant, 
however, after T = 55-60. This is actually similar to the time required for the 
experiment of McDevitt to develop asymmetric oscillation, although it is not clear 
whether this fact has any significance. The time required for full scale oscillation 
appears to be sensitive to a number of factors, such as grid refinement and turbulence 
modeling. The full scale oscillation reaches a steady state after T = 75. The reduced 
frequency of the oscillation appears to have converged by the last two cycles. The 
experimental value from the data of McDevitt et al. is % 0.47 — 0.49. The 
converged computational value kcomp % 0.476, which can be read from the inset, is 
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within experimental accuracy. The amplitude of the lift coefficient is similar to that 
of other computational studies [107]. 
Figures 4.44-4.51 show Mach contours for this case at successive times through 
a single oscillation. The airfoil geometry is fixed as the flow self-oscillates. In Fig­
ure 4.44 the upper surface shock is moving forward drawing the shock to trailing edge 
separation with it. On the lower surface, the remnant of a shock receding forward of 
the 50% chord point is seen. In the next figure this shock has entirely disappeared. 
In Figure 4.46 the upper surface shock continues to move forward as the separa­
tion deepens. At approximately this point, the lower surface flow has completely 
reattached, while the upper surface trailing edge flow reaches the point of deepest 
separation. In Figure 4.47 the upper surface separation begins to collapse as the 
shock nears the 50% chord point. On the lower surface a compression region is coa­
lescing into what will become a shock after the flow has separated. In Figure 4.48 
the upper shock has noticeably weakened, and almost completely disappeared in Fig­
ure 4.49. Mean while, the lower surface shock grows in strength as it moves forward, 
and the flow separates more deeply. This process of shock and separation growth 
on the lower surface repeats that which was observed over the upper surface. One 
particular feature of this solution is the oscillation of the wake due to the alternating 
circulation convecting from the trailing edge. This is a feature observed in the exper­
imental data and in Navier-Stokes results for this case, but is frequently absent from 
other IBL results. Experimental data shows separation to about 10% chord length 
beyond the trailing edge. This separation extent is observed in varying degrees in all 
computational results; in the present results the separation maximum extent is about 
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Figure 4.43; Ci versus t ime, case 9 
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of stability problems for IBL wake solutions as well as a contributor to the overall 
flow oscillation. The instability can be solved by decoupling the wake displacement 
thickness function from the inviscid flow, or by fixing the wake location. Neither of 
these has been required in the present computations. The solution of the boundary 
layer wake location in the present case appears to reasonably capture the boundary 
layer wake oscillation. 
Additional studies of cases 8-10 will now be presented without the FLARE ap­
proximation. For all the results to follow, constant grid spacing over the entire 
airfoil was used at = 0.01. In addition, the compressible form of the C-S tur­
bulence model is used. Figure 4.52 presents the C„ versus time for the case 9 at 
Moo = 0.773. A comparison of this and Figure 4.43 reveals that it took slightly 
longer for the oscillations to grow to full scale. The amplitude of the oscillations in 
this set of results is slightly less than the results previously given. The oscillation 
frequency is also slightly less, at kcomp = 0.433 for case 9 and kcomp — 0.436 for case 
10, and kcomp — 0.43 for case 8. Figure 4.53 shows the pressure coefficient over one 
oscillation at xjc = 0.500 and 0.775 for the present computations of case 9 compared 
with experiment. The ACp in that figure is local pressure minus the average local 
pressure over a complete cycle. In general the computed pressure coefficient agrees 
well with experiment. Amplitude matches almost exactly, although the computed 
coefficient appears to be shifted relative to that of experiment. This has been seen in 
the computations of others, with the possible explanation being the turbulence mod­
eling. The short time scale oscillations are due to the shock oscillating as it moves 
forward. This very similar to the short scale oscillation of experimental pressure co­
efficient observed at precisely the same point in the cycle. It is of interest to note 
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Figure 4.44: IsoMach lines for case 9, t = 79.5 
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Figure 4.45: IsoMach lines for case 9, t = 80.0 
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Figure 4.46: IsoMach lines for case 9, t = 80.5 
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Figure 4.47: IsoMach lines for case 9, t = 81.1 
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Figure 4.48: IsoMach lines for case 9, t = 81.8 
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Figure 4.49: IsoMach lines for case 9, t = 82.6 
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Figure 4.50: IsoMach lines for case 9, t = 83.3 
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Figure 4.51: IsoMach lines for case 9, t = 84.0 
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that the frequency of this shock oscillatory motion falls within the range that would 
be expected if the shock motion is originating from the first unsteady transonic triple 
deck scale discussed in Chapter 2. This would give for shock oscillation time scale, 
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Figure 4.53: ACp through one cycle, x/c=0.775 and 0.500, case 9 (no FLARE) 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
An asymptotic analysis of the unsteady transonic inviscid and boundary layer 
flows identifies the high frequency potential equation and the unsteady compressible 
boundary layer equations as the leading order equations for such a problem. The 
two possible unsteady transonic triple deck structures have been outlined. These 
appear to give a reasonable physical explanation for short scale shock oscillations and 
transition to turbulence in a shock boundary layer separation. This structure may 
have a role, in combination with Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, in the shock-induced 
oscillation that frequently is observed in transonic flows. While the high frequency 
transonic small disturbance equation has been found necessary for long length scale 
unsteadiness, the low frequency equation governs at the unsteady transonic triple 
deck length scale. This suggests a possible reason for the need to stabilize interacting 
boundary layer methods when coupled with the high frequency transonic potential 
equation. 
A quasi-simultaneous interacting boundary layer method has been developed for 
the unsteady compressible boundary layer coupled with the high frequency transonic 
small disturbance equation. A pseudo-time derivative of displacement thickness has 
been included in the interaction to stabilize it. The matching condition has been 
derived based on an extension of the asymptotic matching of a steady boundary 
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layer developed by Davis, Werle and Van Dyke. This analysis has identified the in­
fluence of unsteady boundary layer compressibility on the injection velocity into the 
inviscid flow and provides a physically consistent coupling technique. The method 
has been verified by developing a computer code that uses the method along with 
algebraic turbulence modeling. A variety of cases have been computed. Oscillating 
airfoil solutions with slight separation compare favorably with experiment and other 
computational results. The robustness of the solution has been assessed by comput­
ing oscillating airfoil cases experiencing light shock-induced stall. Light stall cases 
converge in 8-11 iteractions per time step. A comparison of two algebraic turbulence 
models shows that there is an extreme sensitivity of shock-induced stalled cases to 
the amount of turbulence generated by the turbulence model at the shock point. The 
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model tends to cause deeper dynamic shock stall than 
the Cebeci-Smith turbulence model. A subcritical transonic pitching airfoil case has 
been done with a laminar boundary layer that illustrates the stability of the method 
for massive laminar separation. This case shows the initial breakup of the large scale 
vortex structure of the stall with the growth of smaller subscale vorticity near the 
wall that appears to be typical of dynamic stall. Finally a self induced oscillatory 
solution of the 18% circular arc airfoil shows very favorable comparison of the re­
duced frequency and local pressure data with that of experiment. The short time 
scale local pressure oscillation observed both experimentally and computationally is 
atleast consistent with the time scale of one of the unsteady transonic triple deck 
structures discussed. 
There are several ways in which this work can be extended. Additional efforts 
can be done to verify the two physical pictures of an unsteady transonic separation 
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that have been presented. Grid studies with a laminar boundary layer at a finite 
Reynolds number should reveal the appearance of fundamentally different modes at 
different length scales. If this explanation is valid for the SIO problem presented, the 
Reynolds number dependence of the short time scale inviscid unsteadiness should be 
easily verifiable. This has not yet been done. It may be possible at the right scale 
to induce viscous sublayer eigenmodes that could potentially lead to the finite time 
singularity that has been observed in incompressible flow. This would lend compu­
tational evidence for the association of this structure with turbulence production at 
a shock point. There is also conflicting evidence regarding how dynamic stall is initi­
ated. On the one hand there is evidence that dynamic stall is accompanied by small 
scale breakup of the flow over much of the airfoil. On the other hand there is the 
common view that it is initiated by a single vortex erupting from a boundary layer. 
This last explanation of the sequence of events is actually quite consistent with the 
experimental data for cases when slightly supercritical flow develops at some point 
near the leading edge. The former view has much in common with what is known 
about low speed dynamic stall. In any event it is clear that a more complete view of 
dynamic stall is one that includes the possibility of transonic effects. Both theoretical 
and computational study of this problem from that context would be useful. 
On a more practical side a direct extension of this procedure to account for 
a three dimensional interaction or to a bluff body interaction is also of interest. 
Likewise incorporation of this method into NASA's CAP-TSD would enhance its 
modeling capability for many of the problems that have been discussed. 
In answer to the question posed in the introduction, it appears that an unsteady 
compressible quasi-simultaneous IBL method with a finite differenced boundary layer 
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is sufficiently robust to handle many dynamically stalling flows. The accuracy of the 
method for such cases has not been fully addressed. It is apparent from the studies 
done that this question can only be treated when much better turbulence modeling is 
available. For such cases the inaccuracies due to poor turbulence modeling outweighs 
those introduced by the thin airfoil assumption. It must be stated that the thin 
airfoil assumption is not intrinsic to the IBL method itself but to the way it has been 
implimented here. This deficiency can easily be corrected. The introduction of better 
turbulence modeling is the more difficult and pressing of the problems encountered. 
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APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF THE UNSTEADY 
POTENTIAL EQUATION 
The derivation of the high frequency transonic small disturbance equation in 
the form that is used here begins with Crocco's equation for two dimensions. 
In dimensional form this is, 
dV^ —»• —> 
T*v*s* = Vho + ^  - y X n' 
where 
h o  =  h +  ^ \ V '  
and 
jr = V X 
We define a velocity potential and expansion, 
with 
+ . (5.1) 
Assume irrotational flow ^ f2 = 0^ and neglect entropy variation, to obtain the 
expression for enthalpy and potential time rate of change. 
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This form assumes —> 0 as oo. We make use of the equation of state, 
and isentropic pressure-density relation to obtain an equation for density 
i/h-i) 
1 + ~ 1) (l ~ 
The leading order potential equation will now be derived in terms of perturba-
tionsabout a free stream value. We define, 
~ X- + + e^<^2 + 
A density expansion consistent with this potential expansion can be obtained 
by the enthalpy equation, 
where. 
/9 ~ 1 + ep\ + + 
p\ — —M^ {(pit + yir) 
p-i = [-1 + (2 - 7) yL -
+ (2 — 7) + V'lf) — 2¥'2t — 2<^2r} • 
The nondimensional pressure and temperature can now be expanded, making 
use of the perfect gas equation of state, 
p ~ epi + £^P2 + • • • 
r ~ 1 + eT\ -|- + • • • , 
where, 
= Pi + Ti 
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7-^ooP2 = /32 + Î2 + PiTi . 
The continuity equation can be written, making use of these expansions, 
0(e)  : Pit + P\x + ^Ixx + '^lyy = 0 
0(6^) : p2t  +  P2x +  f2xx +  '^2yy 
= — { P \ ^ l x ) x  —  { P \ ^ \ y ) y  •  
In terms of velocity potential, 
(9(e) : — 2Ml^(p\xt + ^^^ixx + fiyy = 0 
O(e^) : —M^(p2U — ^M^tfi2xt + ^'^'•Pixx + ^ lyy = 
^lo [l ~ (2 — 7) VPlx^Xxt + ^Ix^lxx] 
~^oo (2 — 7) Wu'^ut + ^ Ixfltt + 2ipitipixt + ^ IxVlxt 
+<(5i(V?ia;a;] + M ^ [ ( p i t ( p i x x  + ^ ^ I x f l x x  + 2(^l3/'r'lt/i + 
^^lyflxy + 'Plx^lxt + ^ Ixflyy + ^ It'^lyy] , 
where /3^ = 1 — Length and time must now be scaled in order to bring 
into leading order the first nonlinear term involving <f\. This matter is taken 
up in Chapter 2 and Appendix B. 
An expansion of the local Mach number consistent with velocity perturbations 
of 0(e) is 
M ~ 1 + eMi 
Using this expression, the leading order of entropy variation can be found to 
be 
Aa' 27M1 3 
R  ~  3 ( 7 - 1 ) ^  •  
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This indicates that neglecting entropy production is valid in the first two orders 
of equations, assuming the flow is isentropic outside the region of the shock. 
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APPENDIX B. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF THE UNSTEADY 
POTENTIAL EQUATION 
We will assume expansions of a form compatible with flow over a boundary layer 
or an airfoil. If the former, the surface height f{x,t) is scaled by e = 
while for an airfoil it is scaled by thickness ratio which is typically much larger. 
In either case the velocity boundary condition that drives the flow can be 
written in a form consistent with the thin airfoil assumption, 
v { x , Q , t )  =  e { f x { x , t )  +  f t { x , t ) )  . (5.2) 
With this form, —» 0 as oo. For typical problems such as a pitching 
airfoil, the horizontal length scale will be 0(1). On the other hand, boundary 
layer strong interaction and shock waves occur on a much shorter length scale. 
Accordingly, problems at x ~ 0(1) and at x < 0(1) will be considered and the 
leading order equations identified. In either case the potential, length and time 
are rescaled with, 
V? ~ X + + • • • , x = , y = 8r) , T = ert . 
The boundary condition at the airfoil (boundary layer) surface is now, 
u(x, 0, t) = e^(5~ViT? = e t) + Vt(6 t)] • (5.3) 
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For the problem with horizontal scale of 0(1), we define = 1 . The problem is 
driven at a frequency u> = The resulting equations must be determined at 
different values of w. In order to bring in the boundary conditions, the method 
of distinguished limits is used to differentiate terms at different time and length 
scales. A low frequency time scale (ct >> 1, w << 1), an 0(1) time scale and 
a high frequency time scale (e^ << 1, w >> 1) will be considered. 
I. Low frequency limit, (e^ >> 1, w << l,a: ~ 0(1)). In this limit the 
boundary condition 5.2 requires, 6 = To match the leading order linear 
second derivatives in x and y requires 6 = For the first order unsteady term 
to enter requires while for the second order unsteady term, Ct = 
This requires | 1 — M^ |<< 1 and /3 << 1, resulting in Moo —>• 1 for the required 
time scale. For Moo < 1, at the frequency w << 1, the problem becomes linear 
and steady at all orders with leading order boundary motion influencing all 
points in the flow instantaneously. For Mach numbers Moo ~ 0(1) but Moo < 1 
the resulting equation at low frequency is, 
= 0 • 
As Moo 1, this equation order breaks down, however, since 6 —> oo and 
Cr —> oo. Nonlinear term(s) are required to eliminate the imbalance. On the 
expected length scales, the is likely to enter first, as can be verified, as 
the leading nonlinear term. It is also the leading term necessary to treat normal 
shocks. With s = , e,^ = and , the form is obtained, 
—2ipi^T + [^0 — (7 + 1) Vld + Vlrirj = 0 . 
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The transonic similarity parameter is defined, Kq = . The steady form 
of the transonic small disturbance equation is obtained when 0. 
II. 0(1) frequency limit, (cr ~ 0(1), w ~ 0(1), x ~ 0(1)). In this range, 
s = i3~^ , as required by boundary conditions and a match of 
the leading linear spatial derivatives. The leading order equation is linear and 
includes both unsteady terms. The equation is given by, 
—  V l T T  —  +  'PlTJT, = 0 . 
The velocities have orders, ui ~ 0(e), and ~ 0(e). 
Again there is a breakdown as Moo —» 1, although in this instance it is not 
possible to bring the nonlinear term (pix^fixx into leading order with a y scale 
at 0(1). Terms such as (piy(piyt and <^iy(piyx are not possible since the sole 
leading terms will be (piyy . The only possibility is that the term ^'^(p\xx 0. 
The vertical length scale is 8 ~ 0(1) and the equation becomes, at leading 
order, 
ViTT 2yi^x "f" ^irjv ~ ® • 
The velocities again have orders, Ui ~ 0(e), and vi ~ 0(e). This is the classical 
result in which nonlinearities due to shock or sonic conditions are second order. 
It becomes clear why this result is obtained when it is considered that at low 
frequency the velocities in the transonic range have orders ui ~ 0(e^/^), and 
Vi ~ 0(e) As the frequency rises to 0(1), the vertical extent of the problem 
decreases, and vertical convective terms in continuity raise the leading order of 
the equation from 0(e'*/^) to 0(e), and nonlinear terms involving both x and y 
derivatives are over taken. This does not mean that nonlinear terms are unim-
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portant for finite thickness problems, however. Only as thickness parameter 
e —)• 0 does this linear result obtain. 
III. High frequency limit, (fr << 1, w » l,a; ~ 0(1)). In this limit the 
boundary condition requires, s = To match the leading order linear 
second derivatives in x and y requires 8 = For the first order unsteady 
term to enter again requires e-r = while for the second order unsteady 
term, This match is not possible under the assumed time scale, while 
having ^ ~ 0(1). We must have 8 = Ct « I and e<^ = e, with the resulting 
equation, 
VItt "t" — 0 • (5.4) 
This equation is the leading order equation until the time scale Ct  = e is reached, 
at which terms such as (piy<piyt match at leading order. Here, ui ~ 0(e) and 
0(1) < « 0(e). 
When Moo —* 1, the same problems exist. An identical vertical and potential 
scale, 6 = Er « 1 and = e, are required, with the resulting leading order 
governing equation given by equation 5.4. Again iti ~ 0(e) and 0(1) > vi > 
0(e). Reflective of the fact that the vertical velocity coming from the unsteady 
boundary condition dominates this problem, it is not possible to bring the 
nonlinear term into leading order. 
For the unsteady problem in which x < 0(1), we again must distinguish be­
tween high and low frequency limits. The governing equation including the 
assumed leading nonlinear term, can now be written down. Assumed second 
order terms such as Vij/Viyr, ^it'-Pitt ,etc... will be neglected in the anal­
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ysis that follows. This assumption will need to be checked later. For balance of 
the last two terms in the governing equation we have the condition, 
. (5.5) 
In order to bring in the boundary conditions, the method of distinguished limits 
is used to differentiate terms at different time and length scales. A low frequency 
time scale (ct >> 1, w << 1), an 0(1) time scale and a high frequency time 
scale (ct << 1, w >> 1) will be considered. 
1. Low frequency limit, { c r  »  1, w << 1). In this limit the second term of 
equation 5.3 is negligible and the boundary condition requires, 
Ey = ee^^6 . (5.6) 
To bring in the second time derivative into the governing equation we would 
need 
er = S . (5.7) 
It can be easily shown that this time scale does not allow a sufficient number 
of terms at leading order to satisfy boundary conditions, and therefore requires 
a match of the first time derivative. For the ipirç term to enter, 
er = and S = (5.8) 
For 6 >> eg , the time scale for the low frequency term is larger than the time 
scale at which the high frequency term enters. This is expected for transonic 
flows. Now, if we immediately set the i-length scale = 0(1), the low fre­
quency term dominates and the result is obtained that, e? = S = 
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and Gy = . This scale is consistent and can be checked by observing that 
the first time derivative (at 0(e^/^)) is larger than the second time derivative 
term (at at this scale. Furthermore, for the time scale assumption 
made, the conditions must be satisfied, that, >> and > e. However, 
for the assumed term to dominate in the boundary condition, we must have, 
simply eç > e . The first of these three requirements prevails if we assume the 
restrictive condition, » 1. For an interacting boundary layer this leads to 
an X >> to retain the first time derivative as the leading unsteady 
inviscid term at this time scale. This condition is certainly observed for the 
scales above. On the other hand, it is more generally true for a wider time scale 
range and equally valid to require simply, that tr > t and > e in order for the 
term to be the leading unsteady term. For any of these time and length 
scale ranges, the form of the equation is, 
= [-^0 — (7 + 1) • 
We also observe that as yg? —* 0, the equation reduces to the steady form and 
length scales. We will consider next a high frequency boundary condition. 
11. High frequency limit, (e^. << 1, w >> 1). In this limit the balance in 
the boundary condition must be, 
= ee~^5 . " (5.9) 
Combining this expression and equation 5.5 gives, 8 = . Now, to 
bring in the ipijr term, condition 5.7 must be satisfied, and to bring in the 
term, condition 5.8. We consider first, the term. Under the conditions of 
this limit, 6 « 1, which immediately gives an indication of the length scale 
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on which this term becomes important. We assume for the moment that this 
is the correct term. Then, for the time scale, 
6, = . 
For the assumed time scale, this requires The unsteady terms have 
the orders, ~ 0{eej^e^) and . Clearly, this sets the 
œ-length scale at < 0(e) for the (pirr term to be at lower order than the (pi^r 
term. For an interacting boundary layer, if this were a valid scale, this would 
mean x < 0{Re~^^'^) is the length scale on which the second time derivative 
dominates. Also, at eg = e, we have Cr = eç = ^ = e. At this scale, the two 
terms in the boundary condition are at identical order, while for eg < (9(e), the 
unsteady term dominates. However, the velocities are now u ~ 0(1), v ~ 0(1), 
implying a break down in the expansions. Furthermore, it can be easily shown 
that at the scale eg < 0(e), we get 6 < eg and the region attains a shorter 
vertical than horizontal scale. Breakdown of the assumed equation order occurs, 
as terms assumed at smaller orders, such as ^piyipuy, dominate. 
Having failed to include the second derivative of time, assume that the first 
time derivative dominates. The time scale is, then, 
, _ ,-2,3 Cf — c . 
For the time scale assumed, eg < 0(e^/^), while to have the assumed order 
boundary condition, we must require eg < e. The unsteady terms in this instance 
have the orders, (firr ~ 0(e'^e^®e^) and yig^ ~ 0(e^eg "^e^) ,so that we must 
have, eg > 0(e). There is no range, therefore, for which these assumptions are 
valid, that is, at which the first time derivative is the leading unsteady inviscid 
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term, for boundary conditions dominated by the unsteady term, at Cr < e^. 
We have, then, the condition that, for the ipi^r to dominate, > 0(e) and 
Ct > This is identical to that discussed above in I. at the high frequency 
limit. Note that once again we see that at = 0(e), both unsteady terms enter 
the equation, and breakdown of the expansion occurs. 
III. 0(1) frequency limit, (e,- = w = 1). The requirement for match at 
the boundary is for this case identical to that of equation 5.6. For the to 
enter, equation 5.8 must be satisfied, and for ipirr to enter, equation 5.7. From 
equations 5.5 and 5.6 we have, 8 = . From equation 5.8 for the 
term, it is required for a balance that, 
GT = ^ . 
From the condition = 1 , the s-length must have eg = 0(e^/®), while for the 
assumed time derivative to dominate we must have, e^ > 0(e). From a balance 
of the yiTT term, 
. 
From the time scale condition, the x-length scale would be = 0(e^/''), while 
for the assumed time derivative to be at leading order we would have to re­
quire, eg < 0(e) which contradicts. Also, when the first and second time deriva­
tives are at equal order, the time scale is e? = e,which is of course no longer 
0(1),violating the assumptions of this argument. This implies that it is impos­
sible to have the second time derivative as the leading unsteady term when 
tr = 0(1). 
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APPENDIX C. SOLUTION OF THE UNSTEADY TSD 
EQUATION 
The low frequency equation is now solved for supersonic flow. Write the equa­
tion in the form, 
r + 6s + cu = 0 , 
where, 
r = 
b — — {Kq — (7 -t-1) yig) 
Further, define T = ipir , P = 
is written. 
•S = , U = (pirjr, , V = , W = 
, C = — 1. 
, Q = ipir, and the equation 
• r 
1 6 c 0 0 0 
s 
^ 0 0 0 7? T 
< u 
i ^ 0 V 0 P 
V 
0 0 i ^ i Q 
w 
for the characteristic coordinate ( and ç. For this system to be solvable the 
matrix above must be rank three. Setting the determinant of all matrices of 
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rank four equal to zero results in the equations, 
-b 
.21 .3 
+ = 0 
^  — h t  
. 2  .  . 2  
V  + c t ^  = 0  (5. 
^VT -b i ^ P  -  t V T  
. 2  .  
— c ^ Q=0. 
From equation 5.10a, for 6 > 0, the solution is obtained, 
d( 
and from this result and equation 5.10b, 
= 2b drj = dz2\/b . 
dr ' dr 
Finally, combining these results and equation 5.10c, the result is obtained, 
_5-i/2 j. ^ ji/2 0 along the ( — axis 
_5-i/2 + 6^/2 p(ç) + Q(ç)= 0 along the ç — axis 
Integrating along the characteristic coordinate directions, results in, 
+ |i3/2 j '-Ç = /.W along the ( 
(ê) + ~ A(() "'<>"9 the Ç 
aszs 
ax25 . 
In terms of the original variables, 
1 2 
=yiT + 
2y/{j + l)ip^-Ko 3(7 + 1) 
1 I 2 
2^(7 +1) — •ft'o 3(7 + 1) 
[(7 + 1) - ^177 = /i(ç) 
[(7 + l)yi(-;rof/' + yi, = /2(C) 
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From upstream, taking </?i t  = yig = = 0 at "r* —> oo upstream, we have, 
= TO 
for Kq < 0. This gives an equation that can be solved for at each point along 
the Ç— characteristic. 
In terms of the first unsteady transonic triple deck problem identified in Chapter 
2, and defining K'q = —A'o, a solution can be derived from this set of equations, 
2/^'3/2 
3(7 + 1) 
7 + 1 
•'^0 
3/2' 
1/2 -/(((, T) -/T((,T) . 
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APPENDIX D. FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
The following terms defined, 
5. = 2Ç,/A{,- . = i + , 5 = 1^. 
d,. = ^  . è,= 
^ 2Ar]jA'r}ave 
= . a= 
2A7/at,e Ar/j_i ' 2AT]j-iAr}a 
7 1 -r 1 Aj = :— , li = 
A f f a v e A j ^ j  A î J a y g A ï J j — i  





The mesh spacing functions are defined by, 
= & - 6-1 , A% = T/j+i - r j j  
and 
A7?a^e = ^ (A% + Ar/j-i) . 




(1 - w)^(%+: - Fgl)] + Af,^+:(ê,.%.?+: + ^ 1/.?+: + -%?!:)-
-%+Mw5XF,?1:ï - F,f') + (1 - w)^.(F^+: -
fln+l 
-TT^.W-P7% = Me-t e 
Af5+"(èiV;j« + À%+' + siK?;) - %+'[w5X%5 - fr')+ 
(1 - w)4(fg+' - fs«)] + AF"+'f »+' + + (1 - - FS«) 
where A = 1 if > 0 and A = 0 if < 0. The term w governs the 
switched diiferencing of the normal derivative depending on the value of Vij. If 
< 0, w = 1 and if Vij > 0, w = 0. For Y-Momentum; 
P.j+1 - Pa = 0. 
The matching condition is differenced as follows, 
^ma; 
At]  
y  n+1 _  Wx / y  n+1 _  y  n+1 \  _ 
•^tjmax A \ : J max ^ijmax-lJ 
The term 6 is explicitly integrated using a second order quadrature through 
the boundary layer and is treated as a known at each inversion. The interaction 
law is defined by, 
=  C i  +  D i { p e U , 8 f ^ ' )  , 
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where for subsonic flow, 
Ci = l + {-^— - ^ 7^^) /^6+1 
^Savei 
-jMi [3 - (2 - 7) Mi] i(y%' - ^ ?«) - 9Î+') /Af|„/A«..,l 
r-) 
/ + /9eUe5""^V (-Re^/^Ar) + + /j"+^ 
pf t ' 1  + 1 ^ ' ' ^ '  ~ ~  
q 1 19 M"^ 
and 
2AÇ, 
Ai2 yn{MlA(,(2/Ai' + 3/(A!A&)) 
-jMi [3 - (2 - 7) Mi] [(y^' - <^?«) / (AJ,A{„.)] 
}-
f, = (2/A<' + 3/(AiA{,.)) 
-\mI [3 - (2 - 7) Mi] [(v>r« - y^') / (A(, A(...)| 
• } -
A(. 
At a shock, or at sonic or supersonic speeds, different terms enter as required 
by the Enquist-Osher shock switch [105]. 
